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Title: (U) Canvas of Businesses for Video Footage of Rawson-Howell & Drexel-Howell Intersections

Date: 08/09/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE

Mw-9

Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-Mw-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page: ACT - White Supremacist Extremists:

Synopsis: (U) Businesses were canvassed for video footage of the intersections of Rawson Avenue-South Howell Avenue and Drexel Avenue-South Howell Avenue with negative results.

Details:

REF: 

(U) On 08/09/2012, SA _______ and SA _______ performed a canvas of businesses located at the intersections of South Howell Avenue-Rawson Avenue and South Howell Avenue-Drexel Avenue in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, to determine if there was available video footage of those areas between 1500 - 1900 on Saturday (08/04/2012) and 0600 - 1200 on Sunday (08/05/2012). The canvas yielded negative results.
Title: (U) Canvas of Businesses for Video Footage of Rawson/Howell & Drexel/Howell Intersections

Date: 08/09/2012

To: 

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-9
Contact: 

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Businesses were canvassed for video footage of the intersections of Rawson Avenue/South Howell Avenue and Drexel Avenue/South Howell Avenue with negative results.

Details:

REF: 

(U) On 08/09/2012, SA and SA performed a canvas of businesses located at the intersections of South Howell Avenue/Rawson Avenue and South Howell Avenue/Drexel Avenue in Oak Creek, Wisconsin, to determine if there was available video footage of those areas between 1500 - 1900 on Saturday (08/04/2012) and 0600 - 1200 on Sunday (08/05/2012). The canvas yielded negative results.
Title: (U) Canvas of Businesses for Video Footage of Rawson/Howell & Drexel/Howell Intersections
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/09/2012

(U) The following businesses were contacted in person:

**Drexel Avenue & South Howell Avenue**

1.) Chinese Delight; 140 E. Drexel Ave.; closed.
2.) Oak Creek Dental Care; 132 E. Drexel Ave.;
3.) USA Pay Day Loans; 120 E. Drexel Ave.;

POC: ___________________________ (cellular)

4.) Edward Jones Investments; 116 E. Drexel Ave.;

POC: ___________________________

5.) Milwaukee Foot Specialists; 112 E. Drexel Ave.;

POC: ___________________________

6.) Farmers Insurance; 108 E. Drexel Ave.;

POC: ___________________________

7.) Gavric Chiropractic; 104 E. Drexel Ave.;

POC: ___________________________

8.) Smiles Liquor; 7872 S. Howell Ave.;

POC: ___________________________

9.) Prime Table; 7864 S. Howell Ave.;
10.) US Cellular; 7878 S. Howell Ave.; 

11.) Cigar Center; 7844 S. Howell Ave.; 

12.) Kelvin Schroeder Jewelers; 7836 S. Howell Ave.; 
POC: 

13.) Golden Chicken; 7828 S. Howell Ave.; 
POC: 

14.) Top Nails; 7824 S. Howell Ave.; 
POC: 

15.) Selective Hearing Center; 7820 S. Howell Ave.; closed. 

16.) Wendy's Restaurant; 7640 S. Howell Ave.; 
POC: 

17.) Culver's Restaurant; 7841 S. Howell Ave.; 
POC: 

18.) Guardian Credit Union; 7801 S. Howell Ave., St. 101; 
POC: (business) 

19.) Coldwell Banker; 7801 S. Howell Ave., St. 102; 
POC: 

20.) Oral Surgery Associates.; 7801 S. Howell Ave., St. 202; 

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Canvas of Businesses for Video Footage of Rawson/Howell & Drexel/Howell Intersections
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/09/2012

POC:

21.) CMU Mortgage; 7801 S. Howell Ave., St. 201;

POC:

Rawson Avenue & South Howell Avenue

1.)

POC:

2.) The Saloon; 120 E. Rawson Ave.;

3.) Oak Creek Car Wash; 100 W. Rawson Ave.;

POC:

4.) McAdams Graphics; 7200 S. 1st St.;

POC:

**
was initially contacted via E-mail and thereafter telephonically interviewed. was personally familiar with the interviewing Agent and he understood the nature of the interview. He provided the following information:

Investigation on 08/09/2012 at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, United States (Phone)

File # 266H-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/09/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
This report documents and closes the lead set forth under ORION IP.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: ____________________________________________ Date: 08/09/2012

Title: (U) ____________________________________________

Approved By: ________________________________________

Drafted By: __________________________________________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) _________________________________________

**

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: ____________________________ Date: 08/09/2012

Title: (U) ____________________________ b6

Approved By: ________________________ b7C

Drafted By: ____________________________ b7D

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) ____________________________ b7D

★★

UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: 

Title: (U) 

Approved By: b6
b7C
b7D

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) 

++

UNCLASSIFIED
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type:                          Date: 08/09/2012

Title: (U)                                    b6

Approved By:                             b7C

Drafted By:                              b7D

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609   (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT – White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U)

**

UNCLASSIFIED
A digital copy is attached hereto and incorporated herein.
Synopsis: (U) After reviewing Milwaukee is requesting that all individuals who were identified be interviewed.
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:12 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:20 AM CDT
Received By: 08/10/2012 09:10 AM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: Other
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE
(U)After reviewing [Milwaukee is requesting that all individuals who were identified be interviewed.] (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:20 AM CDT]

DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Organization: Type: Business
Melody's Orchard House Booksellers
Business/Employment LAT: 35.5114 LONG: -78.3459
Address: 117 N. 3rd Street
Smithfield, NC 27577
Telephone number 919-938-3191

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: All individuals who were identified be interviewed. Interview anyone at Melody's Orchard House Bookseller, 117 N. 3rd St., Smithfield, NC 27577, 919-938-3191

Disposition Data for Lead Number

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/10/2012 09:40 AM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:20 AM CDT
ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:20 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION

2/26/2013
Investigations: Leads Required  
Evaluated By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:28 AM CDT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Created By:</th>
<th>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:34 AM CDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Approved By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Entered By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:34 AM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assigned To:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:38 AM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Assigned By:   | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:38 AM CDT |
| Disposition By:| (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:40 AM CDT |
| Entered By:    | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:40 AM CDT |
| Approved By:   | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)                           |
| Entered By:    | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/10/2012 09:40 AM CDT |

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:** Anonymous  
**Related IP ID(s):**

**Organization:** Type: Business  
Melody's Orchard House Booksellers  
**Business/Employment Address:**  
LAT: 35.5114 LONG: -78.3459  
117 N. 3rd Street  
Smithfield, NC 27577  
Telephone number 919-938-3191  
Telephone number 919-938-3191

**Related IP ID(s):**

**IP ID:**

2/26/2013
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Two individuals were identified during the vigil on
Monday evening as being suspicious.

***
(U) Two individuals were identified during the vigil on Monday evening as being suspicious. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/08/2012 12:02 PM CDT)

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee Lead: Conduct background analysis on the two individuals listed.

Disposition Data for Lead Number: 
Disposition: IA conducted searches in with negative results.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/09/2012 03:12 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:02 PM CDT
ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:02 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:25 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: 
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:26 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:26 PM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:28 PM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:28 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/09/2012 03:11 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/09/2012 03:11 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/09/2012 03:12 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: 
Male
Related IP ID(s): 

Person: 
Male, ___________ Years Old
Residence Address: 

Related IP ID(s): 

Person: 
Male, ___________ Years Old
Residence Address: 

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) ____________

Approved By: ____________  b6

Drafted By: ____________  b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) A review of ____________revealed that
Inquire from
Milwaukee PC if they have a computer in their custody/control from Wade
Michael Page.

★★

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID:

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:13 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:08 PM CDT
Received By: 08/07/2012 09:03 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Self Initiated
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE

(U) A review of revealed that Inquire from Milwaukee PC if they have a computer in their custody/control from Wade Michael Page. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:08 PM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Conduct logical investigation.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: Interview conducted. FD-302 submitted on 08/08/2012 at approximately 1735 hours. No investigative value.
Attachment: Interview - Milwaukee PC and pdf (FD302)
Interview of

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/09/2012 02:14 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:08 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:08 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:18 PM CDT

LEADS

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP# 266N-MW-2440609

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR                                       Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)                                          

Approved By:                                       

Drafted By:                                        

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
                           AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SA reports the                       
                           will be obtained on 08/08/2012.
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:14 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 07:06 PM CDT
Received By: 08/07/2012 07:03 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE

(U)SA reports the __________________________ will be obtained on 08/08/2012. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 07:06 PM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee  
Lead: Conduct logical investigation.

Disposition Data for Lead Number: 
Disposition: 

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 04:48 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 07:06 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 07:06 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:14 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:16 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s):

IP ID:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) ____________________________

Approved By: ____________________________

b6

Drafted By: ____________________________

b7C

b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
ACT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Request for ____________________________

b3

+++

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

Serial 3060
UNCLASSIFIED//FOC

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:17 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:44 PM CDT
Received By: 08/07/2012 04:38 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE

(U)Request for (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:44 PM CDT]

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Event: Type: Law Enforcement Activity
Time: Between 08/05/2012 08:00 AM CDT and 08/05/2012 08:30 AM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Request from AUSA

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: obtained and served by SA

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 04:47 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:44 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT

Assessment By: Relevant

LEAD EVALUATION

Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:54 PM CDT

2/26/2013
LEADS
Lead Number: ___________________________ Type: ___________________________ Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: ____________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:56 PM CDT
Approved By: __________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: ____________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:57 PM CDT
Assigned To: __________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:57 PM CDT
Assigned By: __________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 04:57 PM CDT
Disposition By: _________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:47 PM CDT
Entered By: ____________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:47 PM CDT
Approved By: _________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: ____________________________ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:47 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#
The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): __________________________

Event: Type: Law Enforcement Activity
Time: Between 08/05/2012 08:00 AM CDT and 08/05/2012 08:30 AM CDT
Related IP ID(s): __________________________

IP ID: __________________________

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) 
Approved By: 
Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) indicate 

**

Serial 307
UNCLASSIFIED

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:18 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:06 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/07/2012 02:00 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: appear to indicated that Best Western Milwaukee to determine if subject stayed at Best Western Milwaukee. Present photo of subject.

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition: Interview of Best Western has been completed.
Attachment: Interview of.pdf (FD302)

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 04:44 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:06 PM CDT
ASSESSMENT
Assessment: Relevant
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:06 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION

2/26/2013
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:08 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: 
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:11 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:11 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:41 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:41 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:44 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:44 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): 

Organization: Type: Business
Best Western
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR                                                             Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)                                                               b6

Approved By:                                                             b7C

Drafted By:                                                             b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609     (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Agents sent to Medical Examiner's Office to observe
autopsies and collect evidence.

²²
**ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#**

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:19 AM EDT  
Precedence: Routine  
Created By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 11:10 AM CDT  
Received By: 08/06/2012 04:00 AM CST

**SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION**

Contact Method: Telephonic  
Reporting Person: Male

**NARRATIVE**

(U)Agents sent to Medical Examiner's Office to observe autopsies and collect evidence.  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:10 AM CDT

**LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
<th>Status: Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To: FBI - Milwaukee</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead: SA assigned to go to Medical Examiner's Office to observe autopsies and collect evidence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Disposition Data for Lead Number**

302 completed and attached.

**Attachment:**
- Post_Mortem_Autospies_Observed.pdf (FD302)  
- ME Examiner's Office

---

**ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION**

| IP Status: | Completed - 08/08/2012 04:43 PM CDT |
| Submitted By: | FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 11:10 AM CDT |

**ASSESSMENT**

- Relevant  
- FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 11:10 AM CDT

**LEAD EVALUATION**

- Investigations: Leads Required  
- Evaluated By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 11:17 AM CDT

**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type: Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP #

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:
Male

Related IP ID(s):

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By: 

b6

b7C

b7E

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) An email was sent to SA [ ] (cc to SSA [ ]) requesting that the FBI Jackson (Gulfport RA) office interview [ ] who is currently [ ] the residence of Wade Michael Page, the subject of 266N-MW-2440609 (Oak Creek Sikh Temple Shooting) needs to be interviewed to determine his relationship to the shooter, Wade Michael Page, as well as determine if he is familiar with Page's intent/motive.

---

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

Serenu 309
(U) An email was sent to SA[ ] requesting that the FBI Jackson (Gulfport RA) office interview [ ] who is currently in the residence of Wade Michael Page, the subject of 266N-MW-2440609 (Oak Creek Sikh Temple Shooting). [ ] needs to be interviewed to determine his relationship to the shooter, Wade Michael Page, as well as determine if he is familiar with Page's intent/motive.

**LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations**

- **Lead Number:**
  - Type: Action Required
  - To: FBI - Jackson
  - Lead: An email was sent to SA[ ] requesting that the FBI Jackson (Gulfport RA) office interview [ ] who is in the residence of Wade Michael Page, the subject of 266N-MW-2440609 (Oak Creek Sikh Temple Shooting). [ ] needs to be interviewed to determine his relationship to the shooter, Wade Michael Page, as well as determine if he is familiar with Page's intent/motive.

- **Disposition Data for Lead Number:**
  - Disposition: DOB[ ] SSAN[ ] was interviewed by the FBI on 08/07/2012 at the His home telephone
number (cell phone): He in 2010. He also works at: He has lived at the address for about:

is who works as a:

is who works at:

is who works for: moved away recently, but is still in the area. did not remember current address. works for: is who works at:

stated that the subject.

stated that the subject lived upstairs for a few months, and moved out in June.

The subject lived does not remember their names.

believes the subject was working, but is not sure where.

stated that he had limited contact with the subject, and that sometimes he would see him leaving or arriving at the house.

stated that the subject had a lot of tattoos, and drove a red truck. The subject always had short hair, and wore glasses. He never saw the subject with a weapon.

never heard the subject make any racial or threatening comments. He did not notice any visitors coming to see the subject.

______________________________

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 04:40 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:19 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Relevant

Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:20 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION

Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:21 AM CDT

LEADS

Lead Number: Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:46 AM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:46 AM CDT

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:
SSRA
Related IP ID(s):

Person:
Male
Government Address:

Related IP ID(s):

IP ID: 266N-MW-2440609
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR                                      Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)                                        b6

Approved By:                                       b7C

Drafted By:                                        b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Serve four search warrants for the following:

Time Warner for email account

Time Warner for email account

Microsoft Corporation for email account wpage71@hotmail.com

Microsoft Corporation for email account jackboot@hotmail.com

* * *

UNCLASSIFIED

Serial 310
NARRATIVE

(U) Serve four search warrants for the following:

Time Warner for email account

Time Warner for email account

Microsoft Corporation for email account wpage71@hotmail.com

Microsoft Corporation for email account jackboot@hotmail.com

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

(U) Search warrants served by SA [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] 08/08/2012 03:57 PM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: [Redacted]
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Serve four search warrants for e-mail information.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: Search Warrants served.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 04:00 PM CDT
Submitted By: [Redacted] [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] 08/08/2012 09:03 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT

Assessment By: [Redacted] [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] 08/08/2012 09:03 AM CDT
Comments: Assign to SA

LEAD EVALUATION

2/26/2013
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 09:21 AM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 09:22 AM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 09:22 AM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 09:22 AM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 09:22 AM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 09:22 AM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:00 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:00 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:00 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 04:00 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

2/26/2013
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Receipts for transactions completed on 7/27/2012 for sale of items to identified pawn shops by Wade Michael Page. Send Agents to conduct interviews with pawn shops in conjunction with local PD.

+++
(U)Receipts for transactions completed on 7/27/2012 for sale of items to identified pawn shops by Wade Michael Page. Send Agents to conduct interviews with pawn shops in conjunction with local PD.

[Organization Information]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: [redacted]
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Locate and Interview employees at pawn shops and contact other pawn shops by phone.

Disposition Data for Lead Number: [redacted]

Disposition: Employees at Game Stop, Capitol Jewelry and Music Go Round were canvassed and FD 302 is being completed. All other pawn shops were electronically purged for transactions. Oak Creek shops were contacted by phone with negative results.

Attachment: Capital Jewelry, Music Go Round and Game Stop.pdf (FD302)
Game Stop Capitol Jewelry
**ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION**

**IP Status:** Completed - 08/08/2012 03:52 PM CDT

**Submitted By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:39 AM CDT

**ASSESSMENT**

**Assessment By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:40 AM CDT

**LEAD EVALUATION**

**Investigations:** Leads Required

**Evaluated By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:54 AM CDT

**LEADS**

**Lead Number:**

**Status:** Covered

**Created By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:55 AM CDT

**Approved By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC

**Entered By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:56 AM CDT

**Assigned To:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:56 AM CDT

**Assigned By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:56 AM CDT

**Disposition By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 02:58 PM CDT

**Entered By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 02:58 PM CDT

**Approved By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC

**Entered By:** FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/08/2012 03:52 PM CDT

**Case ID:** 266N-MW-2440609

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:** SSA

**Male**

**Related IP ID(s):**

**Organization:** Type: Business

Music Go Round

**Business/Employment Address:** LAT: 42.9531 LONG: -88.0064

5042 s. 74th street

greenfield, WI 53220

2/26/2013
Organization:
Type: Business
Capitol Jewelry

Business/Employment Address:
LAT: 42.9592 LONG: -87.8716
3070 E. Layton Ave
St. Francis, WI 53235
pawn shop

Related IP ID(s):

IP ID:
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Subject may have asked [REDACTED] if he could store motorcycle at his garage. [REDACTED] reportedly denied the storage. Contact failed on Sunday August 5, 2012.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO
(U) Subject may have asked if he could store motorcycle at his garage. Contact failed on Sunday August 5, 2012. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:55 AM CDT.
**LEAD EVALUATION**

Investigations: **Leads Required**

Evaluating By: 

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:56 AM

**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Created By:</th>
<th>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:58 AM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Approved By:  | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) |
|               |                                             |

| Entered By:   | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:58 AM |
|               |                                                               |

| Assigned To:  | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:59 AM |
|               |                                                               |

| Assigned By:  | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:59 AM |
|               |                                                               |

| Disposition By: | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 03:30 PM |
|                 |                                                               |

| Entered By:     | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 03:30 PM |
|                 |                                                               |

| Approved By:    | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) |
|                 |                                             |

| Entered By:     | (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 03:30 PM |
|                 |                                                               |

| Case ID:        | 266N-MW-2440609 |

| INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP# |

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:**

- Special Agent
- Male

**Related IP ID(s):**

**Person:**

- Male

**Residence Address:**

**Contact Info:**

- Home Phone:

**Related IP ID(s):**

**IP ID:**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
Form Type: IIR
Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) We are looking for This phone was found at the crime scene and we would like to identify the owner.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

Serial 313
Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:24 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:52 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/07/2012 03:49 AM CDT

**Source(s) of Information**
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: SSA

**Narrative**
(U) We are looking for [This phone was found at the crime scene and we would like to identify the owner (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:52 AM CDT]

**Leads from FBI Milwaukee Investigations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Status:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Action Required</td>
<td>Covered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To: FBI - Milwaukee
We are looking for [This phone was found at the crime scene and we would like to identify the owner.]

**Disposition Data for Lead Number**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposition:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subpoena received and logged.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Administrative Section**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP Status:</th>
<th>Completed - 08/08/2012 03:17 PM CDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submitted By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:52 AM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Assessment**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment By:</th>
<th>Relevant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:52 AM CDT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lead Evaluation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigations:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leads Required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluated By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:55 AM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Leads**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Action Required</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Created By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 05:03 AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: SSA

Related IP ID(s):

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Title: (U)

Approved By: ____________________________

B6
B7C
B7E

Drafted By: ____________________________

Date: 08/10/2012

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Interview ______ telephone ______ from ______. He is a possible member of hammerskins, per CHS reporting. SA ______ searched subject's apartment and found a furniture application listing ______ with telephone number ______

Lead Narrative:
Locate and interview ______ Virginia ______ Per CHS reporting, ______ is possible member of Hammerskins organization. ______ may originally be from ______ A search of subject's (Wade Michael Page) residence uncovered a furniture application listing ______ with telephone number ______

Disposition Narrative:
Background investigation into ______ shows that he is living in Richmond Division: ______ ______ VA. Emails sent to both SA's ______ (RH) and SA ______ in Milwaukee. E-mail included DMV and VA Criminal history showing ______ address. WF will conduct interviews of ______ family at ______ address once notified ______ has been interviewed. WFO stands ready to assist RH and MW as requested.

±±

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Serial 314
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:27 AM EDT  Precedence: Priority
Created By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/08/2012 01:49 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/08/2012 01:46 PM CDT
Related IP ID(s):

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE
(U)Interview telephone

He is a possible member of hammerskins, per CHS reporting. SA searched subject's apartment and found a furniture application listing with telephone number

Lead Narrative:
Locate and Interview Virginia Per CHS reporting, is possible member of Hammerskins organization. may originally be from. A search of subject's (Wade Michael Page) residence uncovered a furniture application listing with telephone number

Disposition Narrative:
Background investigation into shows that he is living in Richmond Division: VA. Emails sent to both SA's (RH) and SA in Milwaukee. E-mail included DMV and VA Criminal history showing address. WF will conduct interviews of family at address once notified has been interviewed. WFO stands ready to assist RH and MW as requested.

DESCRIPTION DATA
Person: Role: Person of Interest
Male, Years Old
Residence Address:

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number:
Type: Action Required Status: Covered
To: FBI - Richmond
Lead: Locate and Interview at new address:

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition: interviewed on 08/07/2012

2/26/2013
Attachment: Interview of [redacted] on 08/07/2012

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 02:46 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:49 PM CDT
ASSESSMENT Relevant
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:50 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:50 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: 
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:51 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:51 PM CDT
Target Center Approved By: (FBI - Richmond at FBI Richmond JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Target Center Approved On Behalf: (FBI - Richmond at FBI Richmond JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Richmond at FBI Richmond JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Richmond at FBI Richmond JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Richmond at FBI Richmond JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:35 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Richmond at FBI Richmond JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:35 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:46 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): 

2/26/2013
Person: [Name]
Male
Years Old
Residence Address: [Address]
VA
Residence Address: [Address]
VA
Related IP ID(s): [ID]
IP ID: [ID]
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) 8-7.pdf

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) (Reference IP ID: 

**

**
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR
Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) A Milwaukee FBI employee is requested to go to GameStop
and retrieve Page's Xbox console. Receipt for this transaction is
attached to this report.

+++

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Serial 316
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:27 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:26 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/07/2012 03:13 AM CDT
Attachment: 8-7.pdf (Other)

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Oak Creek Center Gamestop
Business/Employment: LAT: 42.8973 LONG: -87.9118
Address: 8171 South Howell Ave.
          Oak Creek, WI 53154
Contact Info: Business Phone: 414-762-5972

NARRATIVE

(U)A Milwaukee FBI employee is requested to go to GameStop and retrieve Page's Xbox console. Receipt for this transaction is attached to this report. [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:26 AM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Milwaukee FBI employee is requested to go to GameStop and retrieve Page's Xbox console. Receipt for this transaction is attached to this report.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: Page's X-Box game console was retrieved. 302 attached.
Attachment: Wade Page's XBOX360 from Gamestop (Orion Lead.pdf (FD302)
Game Stop Console

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 03:14 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:26 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:27 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION

2/26/2013
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 03:57 AM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 05:05 AM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 05:05 AM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 05:06 AM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 05:06 AM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 03:14 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 03:14 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 03:14 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Oak Creek Center Gamestop
Business/Employment: LAT: 42.8973 LONG: -87.9118
Address: 8171 South Howell Ave.
Oak Creek, WI 53154
Contact Info: Business Phone: 414-762-5972
Related IP ID(s): 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID: 

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SA _____ emailed source information concerning __________. Please attain Wisconsin DL photo of __________ and provide to SA _____ to positive identification.

***
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:34 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:23 PM CDT
Received By: [ ] - 08/06/2012 05:17 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Self Initiated
Reporting Person: Special Agent
Male
Contact Info: Business Phone
Cell Phone

NARRATIVE

(U)SA emailed source information concerning [ ] and provide to SA [ ] to positive identification. [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:23 PM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact SA [ ] (cell phone number [ ]) regarding source information for [ ] Acquire WI DL photo for [ ] and provide to SA [ ] for identification purposes.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: SA [ ] contacted SA [ ] who said he received 2 photographs of [ ] CHS did not recognize [ ] No report needed.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 02:44 PM CDT
Submitted By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:23 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT

Assessment By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:25 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION

Investigations: Leads Required
 Evaluated By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:31 PM CDT
LEADS

Lead Number: 
Status: 
Created By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:33 PM CDT
Approved By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:34 PM CDT
Entered By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:33 PM CDT
Assigned To: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:34 PM CDT
Assigned By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:34 PM CDT
Disposition By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:44 PM CDT
Entered By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:44 PM CDT
Approved By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:44 PM CDT
Entered By: 
   (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:44 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: 
   Special Agent 
   Male 

Contact Info: 
   Cell Phone: 
   Business Phone: 

Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609   (U) Wade Michael Page;
   AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller states she saw subject at Pilot Gas Station,
around 20th and Ryan Road, with another individual on Friday,
08/03/2012. Both individuals had a lot of tattoos.

***
Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:34 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:16 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/07/2012 09:13 AM CDT

Contact Method: In Person  Reporting Person: Female
Contact Info: Home Phone:

NARRATIVE
(U) Caller states she saw subject at Pilot Gas Station, around 20th and Ryan Road, with another individual on Friday, 08/03/2012. Both individuals had a lot of tattoos. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:16 AM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:  
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact and interview (female), telephone number regarding seeing subject and another individual at the Pilots gas station on 20th and Ryan Road.

Disposition Data for Lead Number:

Disposition: Interview of completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: Interview of and Pilot Gas station
n.pdf (FD302)
Interview of

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:16 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:16 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:36 AM CDT

2/26/2013
LEADS
Lead Number:  
Type:  
Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:39 AM CDT
Approved By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:39 AM CDT
Assigned To:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:41 AM CDT
Assigned By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:41 AM CDT
Disposition By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Entered By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Approved By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:13 PM CDT
Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:  
Female
Contact Info:  
Home Phone
Related IP ID(s):  

IP ID:  
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller (business: Value Village) advised the subject had
donated compact disks (white supremacist music) and pictures to
caller's business. Employees remember seeing subject's truck near
business about a week ago. Caller can be contacted during business
hours, 7:30am - 4:30pm

***
Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:35 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 09:51 AM CDT
Received By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 09:48 AM CDT

Contact Method: Other
Reporting Person: Male
Business/Employment Address: 3100 E LAYTON AVE
St Francis, WI 53235
Contact Info: Business Phone: 414-486-1498

NARRATIVE

(U) Caller (business: Value Village) advised the subject had donated compact disks (white supremacist music) and pictures to caller's business. Employees remember seeing subject's truck near business about a week ago. Caller can be contacted during business hours, 7:30am - 4:30pm [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 09:51 AM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact [Value Village, 3100 East Layton Avenue, St. Francis, WI] regarding donated CDs and pictures to Value Village. Also question about seeing subject's truck near business about a week ago.

Disposition Data for Lead Number 
Disposition: Interview of completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: Interview of [pdf (FD302)]
Interview of [ ]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 02:06 PM CDT
Submitted By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 09:51 AM CDT
ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 09:52 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covered</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Created By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM CDT</td>
<td></td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM CDT</td>
<td></td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned To:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)</td>
<td></td>
<td>- 08/07/2012 10:28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AM CDT</td>
<td></td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposition By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)</td>
<td></td>
<td>08/08/2012 02:06 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDT</td>
<td></td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:06 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CDT</td>
<td></td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 02:06 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case ID:**

266N-MW-2440609

---

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:**

Male

**Business/Employment**

LAT: 42.9592 LONG: -87.8712

Address:

3100 E LAYTON AVE
St Francis, WI 53235

**Contact Info:**

Business Phone: 414-486-1498

**Related IP ID(s):**

---

**IP ID:**

---

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SA ______ will re-interview ______
(victim/witness) reference shooting incident

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO
UNCLASSIFIED//FOCQ (IP ID: )

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#:

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:35 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:58 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/07/2012 08:55 AM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: 
Residence Address: 
Oak Creek, WI

NARRATIVE
(U)SA[ ] will re-interview [ ] (victim/witness) regarding shooting incident
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:58 AM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: SA[ ] will re-interview [ ] (victim/witness) regarding shooting incident.

Disposition Data for Lead Number:
Disposition: Re-interview of [ ] completed.
Attachment: Re-interview of [ ] pdf (FD302).

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 01:52 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:58 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 08:58 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:17 AM CDT

2/26/2013
LEADS
Lead Number: 
Type: 
Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:19 AM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:19 AM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:20 AM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:20 AM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:52 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:52 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:52 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:52 PM CDT
Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#
The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.
Person: 
Residence Address: Oak Creek, WI
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
Form Type: IIR  

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)  

Approved By:  

Drafted By:  

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  

(U) Wade Michael Page;  
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;  

Synopsis: (U) FBI Milwaukee contacted [redacted] regarding her call  
regarding [redacted] informed [redacted] that her  
and the Shooting Subject. [redacted] contact [redacted] at telephone  
number [redacted] who stated that he had the rental applications  
and signed lease for [redacted] the subject.  

Please contact [redacted] and make coordinations to pick up any and  
all documentation that may be of value from her.  

+++
UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

IP ID: 

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:36 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:48 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 10:37 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Telephonic
Reporting Person: 
Residence Address: 
Contact Info: Home Phone: 

NARRATIVE

(U) FBI Milwaukee contacted regarding her call regarding informed SA that her would have more knowledge regarding and the Shooting Subject. SA contact at telephone number who stated that he had the rental applications and signed lease for the subject.

Please contact and make coordinations to pick up any and all documentation that may be of value from her. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:48 PM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Per SA contact and make arrangements to pick up any and all documentation that may be of value from her. Refer to IP 

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: Interview of completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: Interview of.pdf (FD302)
Descriptive Data for Lead Number

Lead Location: Residence

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 01:39 PM CDT

2/26/2013
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:48 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Relevant

Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:05 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:33 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number:  
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:42 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:44 PM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:45 PM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:45 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:38 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:38 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:39 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Lead Location: Residence

Related IP ID(s):  

Person: Female
Residence Address:  

Contact Info: Home Phone:  
Related IP ID(s):  

2/26/2013
Synopsis: (U) The caller, advised he is the and stated he was trying to be a reporter. He stated posted a video on his Facebook page. stated was going to call as well. stated was at work; however, he was unsure where he worked. He thought he worked at a provided cell phone as referenced a web site that had picture as a person of interest. The web site is

***

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:37 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:15 PM CDT
Received By: 08/06/2012 05:09 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other
Reporting Person: Male
Contact Info: Home Phone:

NARRATIVE

(U) The caller advised he is the He stated that he was very angry at and stated he was trying to be a reporter. He stated posted a video on his Facebook page stated that he was going to call as well. stated that he was at work; however, he was unsure where he worked. He thought he worked at a provided cell phone as referenced a web site that had a picture as a person of interest. The web site is www.waow.com. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:15 PM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact regarding Obtain relevant information from regarding and whether knows purpose of

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: Interview of completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: Interview of on August 7, 2012..pdf (FD302)
 Interview of

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 01:31 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:15 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:15 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION

2/26/2013
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:26 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: [Blank] Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:29 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:29 PM CDT
Assignee: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:29 PM CDT
Assignee By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:29 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:31 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:31 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:31 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Male
Contact Info: Home Phone: [Blank]
Related IP ID(s): [Blank]

IP ID: [Blank]
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller stated he works with suspect at [redacted] WI. Spotted picture on facebook and
saw on local news station, WISN 12. Job location is at the [redacted] Address of [redacted]
Also believes suspects first name is [redacted]
Caller can be reached before 2pm or after midnight.

***
(U) Caller stated he works with suspect in Milwaukee, WI. Spotted picture on Facebook and saw on local news station, WISN 12. Job location is at the [Address of] Also believes suspect's first name is [Name]. Caller can be reached before 2 pm or after midnight.

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact and interview [Name] (telephone number [Number]), regarding his knowledge of [Information]. Can be reached after midnight tonight.

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition: Interview of [Name] completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: Interview of [Name] on August 7, 2012. .pdf (FD302)
LEADS

Lead Number: 
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:42 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:43 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:42 PM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:43 PM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:43 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:29 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:29 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:29 PM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:29 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: 
Contact Info:
Home Phone: 
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) On this past Saturday, [redacted] was in the Dunham's Sporting goods on 108th, West Allis, WI. [redacted] observed a w/m subject with a large quantity of 9mm ammunition in a basket at the checkout. The w/m subject purchased the 9mm ammunition and left the store walking to a red vehicle. [redacted] believes the w/m may have been Wade Michael Page.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOC

Semai 324
On this past Saturday, was in the Dunham's Sporting goods on 108th, West Allis, WI. observed a w/m subject with a large quantity of 9mm ammunition in a basket at the checkout. The w/m subject purchased the 9mm ammunition and left the store walking to a red vehicle. believes the w/m may have been Wade Michael Page. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:48 PM CDT]

Person: Role: Other
Male, Years Old

Residence Address: WI

Contact Info: Home Phone:
Cell Phone:

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Locate and Interview

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition: Interview of completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: Interview of pdf (FD302)

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 01:25 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:48 PM CDT
ASSESSMENT Relevant

2/26/2013
**Assessment By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:48 PM CDT

**LEAD EVALUATION**
**Investigations:** Leads Required
**Evaluated By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:48 PM CDT

**LEADS**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Status:** Covered

**Created By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:50 PM CDT

**Approved By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

**Entered By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:50 PM CDT

**Assigned To:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:50 PM CDT

**Assigned By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:50 PM CDT

**Disposition By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:25 PM CDT

**Entered By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:25 PM CDT

**Approved By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

**Entered By:**
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:25 PM CDT

**Case ID:**
266N-MW-2440609

---

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:** Anonymous

**Related IP ID(s):**

---

**Person:**
Male, Years Old

**Residence Address:**

**Contact Info:**
Home Phone:
Cell Phone:

**Related IP ID(s):**

---

**IP ID:**

---

2/26/2013
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) SA was notified by Oak Creek PD concerning
individual that may have some information concerning subject.

**

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:38 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:08 PM CDT
Received By: 08/06/2012 01:45 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE
(U)SA was notified by Oak Creek PD concerning individual that may have some information concerning subject. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:08 PM CDT

DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Person:
Role: Other
Male
Business/Employment Address:
LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000
Contact Info: Other:

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
(U)Lead was assigned to SA and should have been assigned to Iowa FO. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) 08/07/2012 07:30 AM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: SA was notified by Oak Creek PD concerning individual that may have some information concerning subject.

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition: Interview of completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: Interview of.pdf (FD302)

2/26/2013
**Administrative Section**

**IP Status:** Completed - 08/08/2012 01:20 PM CDT

**Submitted By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:08 PM CDT

**Assessment**

**Assessment By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:09 PM CDT

**Lead Evaluation**

**Investigations:** Leads Required

**Evaluated By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 02:11 PM CDT

**Leads**

**Lead Number:**

**Type:** Action Required

**Status:** Covered

**Created By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:46 PM CDT

**Approved By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

**Entered By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:57 PM CDT

**Assigned To:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:58 PM CDT

**Assigned By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:58 PM CDT

**Disposition By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:20 PM CDT

**Entered By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:20 PM CDT

**Approved By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

**Entered By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:20 PM CDT

**Case ID:** 266N-MW-2440609

**Index Records Associated with IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:** Anonymous

**Related IP ID(s):**

**Person:** Male

**Business/Employment**

**Address:**

**LAT:** 0.0000 **LONG:** 0.0000

**Contact Info:** Other
Form Type: IIR

Title: (U) [Blank]

Approved By: [Blank]

Drafted By: [Blank]

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller advised he was a co-worker of Mr. Page. He indicated they talked a lot, but noticed he became short-tempered. He stated Page and [Redacted] 4 weeks ago and became quiet and distant and then was moved to another shift. Caller indicated he seemed to be on edge and about 2-1/2 weeks ago stopped working. Caller advised the subject did not mention any plans for destructive behavior, but knew Page was not sleeping well, getting sick, and had mood swings. Caller worked with Page at Lucas Milhaupp.

◆◆◆
(U) Caller advised he was a co-worker of Mr. Page. He indicated they talked a lot, but noticed he became short-tempered. He stated Page and approximately 4 weeks ago and became quiet and distant and then was moved to another shift. Caller indicated he seemed to be on edge and about 2-1/2 weeks ago stopped working. Caller advised the subject did not mention any plans for destructive behavior, but knew Page was not sleeping well, getting sick, and had mood swings. Caller worked with Page at Lucas Milhaupp. 

(SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION)

(U) Per SA was interviewed at his residence, indicated he worked with subject Wade at Lucas Milhaupp since had limited social contact but indicated that Wade had mood changes and had recently which had lead to peaks and valleys in his moods. said Wade had not come to work for approximately two and one half weeks which was concerning to everyone at work, indicated that Wade was a good employee and his work produce was above satisfactory. 

(LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations)

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required 
To: FBI - Milwaukee 
Lead: Locate and interview (telephone number) regarding his relationship with Page. was a co-worker of Page at Lucas Milhaupp.

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition: Interview of completed. 302 attached.
Attachment: pdf (FD302)

(ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION)

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 01:16 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:15 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Relevant

Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:15 PM CDT

Comments: Interview caller

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:53 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:55 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:55 PM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:56 PM CDT Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:56 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:16 PM CDT Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:16 PM CDT Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 01:16 PM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Male
Residence Address: LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000
telephone
Related IP ID(s):

IP ID:

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) USA issued court orders for

UNCLASSIFIED//FOC

Serial 327
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:39 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:34 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 04:00 AM CST

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Ausa

NARRATIVE
(U)AUSA issued court orders for [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 11:34 AM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: AUSA issued court orders for Records have been requested.

Disposition Data for Lead Number:
Disposition: Court orders have been obtained and served.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 12:51 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:34 AM CDT
ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:34 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:43 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:45

2/26/2013
Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Ausa

Related IP ID(s):

IP ID: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) page, wade.jpg

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U/FOUO) (Reference IP ID: Photo of subject, Wade Michael Page

**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Obtained 

***

Serial 329
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:39 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:01 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 04:00 AM CST

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Female

NARRATIVE

(U)Obtained [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:01 PM CDT]

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Organization: Type:
Business/Employment LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000 Address:

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: Type: Action Required Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact [ ] to obtain [ ] Request Federal grand jury subpoena from AUSA

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: [ ] obtained and in process of being analyzed.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 12:43 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:01 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: Relevant (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:01 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: [ ] (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:48

2/26/2013
**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type: Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Created By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned To:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 12:50 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposition By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:43 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:43 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:43 PM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case ID:** 266N-MW-2440609

---

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:**

Female

**Organization:**

Type: Business/Employment

Address: LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000

**Related IP ID(s):**

---

**IP ID:**

---

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

2/26/2013
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) advised he believes he knew the subject personally while stationed at Fort Bragg, NC from . He would like a picture to make sure it's the same individual. He believes he has helpful information. Telephone number is (BB) and he can be located at located at

* * *
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP# __________

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:40 AM EDT  Precedence:  Priority
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:35 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 09:18 AM CST

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Email
Reporting Person: Male
Other Address: LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000

NARRATIVE

(U) Advised he believes he knew the subject personally while stationed at Fort Bragg, NC from [ ] He would like a picture to make sure it's the same individual. He believes he has helpful information. Telephone number is [ ](BB) and he can be located at [ ] located at [ ](FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:35 AM CDT)

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

(U) This 302 was also serialized as [ ](FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) 08/07/2012 04:43 PM CST)
Attachment: [ ]pdf (FD302)
Interview of [ ]

(U) Duplicate of [ ](FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) 08/07/2012 04:55 PM CST)

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: __________
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Chicago
Lead: Locate and interview ______ located at ______ is a [ ] who believes that he knew the subject personally while stationed at Fort Bragg, NC from ______ believed that he has information that will be helpful to investigation. ______ telephone number is ______
Attachment: page, wade.jpg (Image)
Photo of subject, Wade Michael Page

Disposition Data for Lead Number __________

Disposition: This 302 was also serialized as __________

2/26/2013
known hereinafter as _______ date of birth (DOB) ________ was interviewed at ______________________ After being advised of the official identity of the interviewing agent and the nature of the interview, _______ provided the following information:

_______ is currently an

The interviewing agent showed ______ a photo of WADE MICHAEL PAGE (PAGE). _______ confirmed that he served with PAGE in the United States Army.

_______ was assigned to

_______ and met PAGE in this same unit in 1996 or 1997. At some point, PAGE transferred to B Company, 9th PSYOPS Battalion. At some point, B Company became a part of A Company, 6th PSYOPS Battalion. PAGE served in both of these units from PAGE in a barracks located on Gruber Street, Fort Bragg, NC. PAGE was a Sergeant.

_______ stated that he _______ he believed that PAGE transferred into PSYOPS from a different job specialty, possibly tanks. _______ remembered that PAGE was from Colorado.

_______ recalled that PAGE's lower legs were covered with tattoos. _______ did not associate the tattoos with white supremacy. _______ described PAGE's tattoo art as being associated with or inspired by artwork affiliated with the rock band GWAR.

_______ did not recall ever seeing any signs of racism from PAGE and described PAGE as soft-spoken. _______ described the PSYOPS community as racially diverse.

PAGE's neighbor in the barracks was a _______ soldier named _______

There were also African-American soldiers in their unit. _______ believed that PAGE would have supervised African-Americans at some point, but could not recall a specific example.

PAGE _______ (spelled phonetically)

_______ stated that PAGE left the Army after an incident in which PAGE received disciplinary action. PAGE was not scheduled to have staff duty. The individual who was scheduled for staff duty was unavailable to do it, and called PAGE to take the duty. PAGE had been drinking, but assumed responsibility for the duty. Someone in PAGE's leadership chain smelled alcohol on PAGE's breath and reported him for being drunk on duty. _______ believed that this was the incident that led to PAGE being removed from the Army. _______ was not aware if PAGE had any previous disciplinary problems.

_______ was the company commander and _______ was the Battalion Commander during the time period that PAGE left the Army.

_______ did not remember what PAGE planned to do after getting out of the Army and did not recall what type of discharge PAGE received.

_______ stated that PAGE liked to drink Jack Daniels.

_______ did not recall PAGE participating in any clubs or groups, or having a girlfriend, wife, or children.
stated that the following individuals from Fort Bragg knew PAGE; and an enlisted soldier named (spelled phonetically).

Writer's Note: The writer called to ask follow-up questions regarding the individuals in the above-listed paragraphs. End Writer's Note.

stated that (spelled phonetically) was a Caucasian male. was an acquaintance of PAGE’s and believed that may have been from Colorado. lived in the same barracks on a different floor.

stated that was a Caucasian male and was has stayed in contact with and stated that does not have any white supremacy believes.

stated that he knew FNU from the 9th PSYOPS Battalion. could not recall first name but felt that if he saw a photo, he could identify as an

recalled that PAGE and were friends, but stated that everyone in the unit was friendly with each other. did not remember where was from. may have gotten married at some point because no longer lived in the barracks.

said that came into the Army after him. did not remember much about.

---

**ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION**

**IP Status:** Completed - 08/08/2012 11:59 AM CDT

**Submitted By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:35 AM CDT

**ASSESSMENT** Relevant

**Assessment By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:36 AM CDT

**LEAD EVALUATION**

**Investigations:** Leads Required

**Evaluated By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:00 AM CDT

**LEADS**

**Lead Number:**

**Status:** Covered

**Created By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:10 AM CDT

**Approved By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

**Entered By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 10:10 AM CDT

**Target Center Approved By:** (FBI - Chicago at FBI Chicago JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:45 PM CDT

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP# 266N-MW-2440609

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Male

Other Address: LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000

Other Address: LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000

Related IP ID(s):

IP ID: UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR                                   Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:  

Drafted By:  

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Review the Dept. of Transportation videotapes of the
Brookfield and Oak Creek temples in an attempt to identify the second
vehicle. These are contained on a hard drive obtained by [redacted] which was downloaded into the FBI system.

+++
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:40 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:29 AM CDT
Received By: 08/06/2012 04:00 AM CST

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Male

NARRATIVE

(U) Review the Dept. of Transportation videotapes of the Brookfield and Oak Creek temples in an attempt to identify the second vehicle. These are contained on a hard drive obtained by [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] which was downloaded into the FBI system.

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Department of Transportation videotapes obtained for the Brookfield and Oak Creek temples in order to try to identify the second vehicle. Video tapes were downloaded by SA [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] and downloaded into FBI system. Analysis pending.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: SA [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] reviewed the DOT video tapes and he stated there was no value or intelligence that could be derived.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 12:30 PM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:29 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:30 AM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:41 PM CDT

2/26/2013
### LEADS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Covered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Created By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:43 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:43 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entered By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:43 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned To:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:43 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assigned By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 01:43 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposition By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:30 PM CDT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entered By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:30 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approved By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:30 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entered By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 12:30 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case ID:** 266N-MW-2440609

### INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:**

- Male

**Related IP ID(s):**

**IP ID:**

---

2/26/2013
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Former Co-worker of [ ] identified [ ] as an individual who could provide detailed information on [ ].
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:41 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:15 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/08/2012 10:12 AM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE

(U)Former Co-worker of [co-worker of identified as an individual who could provide detailed information on (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:15 AM CDT]

DESCRIPTIVE DATA

Person: Role: Other
Male
Contact Info:
Other:

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed/No Leads - 08/08/2012 11:50 AM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:15 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: Relevant
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:16 AM CDT
Comments: Please assign to SA

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: No Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 11:50 AM CDT
Reason: IP# has already been assigned this task. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 11:50 AM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#
The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.
Person: Anonymous

2/26/2013
Related IP ID(s): 

Person: 

Male 

Contact Info: 
Other: 

Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) ____________

Approved By: ____________

Drafted By: ____________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Information received from tipline. _______is__________ Millbourne, PA. He is concerned that an article written about his town's ethnic diversity for a local newspaper has now appeared on a questionable internet race website called www.amren.com. _______ stated there were several derogatory remarks in the blob section after the article. He states his community has one of the larger Sikh temples in the area outside of Philadelphia and he is concerned this information could be used to incite or encourage violence against the people of his town.

+++

UNCLASSIFIED//FORO

Serial 333
UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:45 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 08:41 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 06:18 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Telephonic
Reporting Person:
Contact Info: Business Phone: Home Phone:

NARRATIVE

(U)Information received from tipline, _______ is Millbourne, PA. He is concerned that an article written about his town's ethnic diversity for a local newspaper has now appeared on a questionable internet race website called www.amren.com. _______ stated there were several derogatory remarks in the blob section after the article. He states his community has one of the larger Sikh temples in the area outside of Philadelphia and he is concerned this information could be used to incite or encourage violence against the people of his town. _______ (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 08:41 PM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Philadelphia
Lead: For action/investigation deemed appropriate. IA to research internet site amren.com Make contact with Sikh temple outside Milbourne, PA regarding any threats.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: On 08/07/2012, SA_______ and SA_______ went to the Philadelphia Sikh Society located at 6706-10 Garden Court, Millbourne, PA 19082, (610) 352-4733. Upon entering the building, SAs were met by Milbourne and _______ an elder at the temple who spoke level 2 English.

_______ and _______ stated that there were no known threats to the temple, but the Millbourne PD had stationed their one patrol car near the location as a safety precaution. SAs advised _______ and the elders to call 911 if they noticed any suspicious activity and handed out business cards. Upon exiting the building SAs made contact with the Millbourne PD officer standing guard and he assured SAs that the situation was well under control.

IA_______ finished going through the comments (32 total) that were posted after the article about Millbourne on the www.amren.com (American Renaissance) website. There were no derogatory comments about the town itself - a few about Philadelphia in general, but nothing directly targeting or threatening to Millbourne. IA_______ did bookmark the website for future reference, as there was quite a bit of derogatory information about foreigners/immigrants/minorities on there.

2/26/2013
On 8/7/2012 an article appeared in a Philadelphia area newspaper highlighting the precautions that the Gurdwara Sahib - the Millbourne Sikh temple - had taken in response to the events in Wisconsin. A representative of Gurdwara Sahib is quoted as saying that they had not received any threats and there was no indication that their temple had been targeted for violence.

NSRA considers this lead to be closed unless threat information is developed.

Person:
Role: Other

Male, Other

Organization:
Type: Religious
Gurdwara Sahib
Home of the Philadelphia Sikh Society

Other Address:
LAT: 39.9630 LONG: -75.2561
6706 GARDEN COURT RD
Millbourne, PA 19082

---

**ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP Status:</th>
<th>Completed - 08/08/2012 11:39 AM CDT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Submitted By:</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 08:41 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment By:</td>
<td>Relevant (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 08:44 PM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEAD EVALUATION**

Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 08:59 PM CDT

**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Status:</td>
<td>Covered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Created By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:04 PM CDT
**Approved By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 09:31 PM CDT
**Entered By:** CDT

**Target Center:** AM CDT
**Approved By:** (FBI - Philadelphia at FBI Philadelphia JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:33 AM CDT
**Approved On Behalf:** AM CDT
**Assigned To:** (FBI - Philadelphia at FBI Philadelphia JOC) - 08/07/2012 10:33 AM CDT
**Assigned By:** AM CDT
**Disposition By:** AM CDT
**Entered By:** (FBI - Philadelphia at FBI Philadelphia JOC) - 08/08/2012 11:30 AM CDT

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Contact Info: Home Phone: 
Business Phone: 

Related IP ID(s): 

Person:

Male, Other 

Related IP ID(s): 

Organization:
Type: Religious
Gurdwara Sahib
Home of the Philadelphia Sikh Society

Other Address: LAT: 39.9630 LONG: -75.2561
6706 GARDEN COURT RD
Millbourne, PA 19082

Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID:
Synopsis: (U) Caller states she knows the possible whereabouts of Wade Page. Wade Page began renting on March 1, 2012. A few months back (2 to 3)

She had heard the FBI may be seeking whereabouts and she was also worried for well-being.

**
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:45 AM EDT 
Precedence: Routine
Created By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 05:20 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 05:15 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other
Reporting Person: Female
Contact Info: Home Phone:

NARRATIVE

(U) Caller states she knows the possible whereabouts of

Wade Page began renting on March 1, 2012. A few months back (2 to 3)

She had heard the FBI may be seeking whereabouts and she was also worried for well-being.

(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:20 PM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact and interview (telephone number)
regarding her knowledge of

Disposition Data for Lead Number:

Disposition: Interview completed and documents were obtained. FD 302 is attached.
Attachment: Interview of.pdf (FD302)
Interview of

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:56 AM CDT
Submitted By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 05:20 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: Relevant
Assessment By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 05:21 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/06/2012 05:35

2/26/2013
PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: [Blank]  Type: [Blank]  Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:36
PM CDT
Approved By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:37
PM CDT
Entered By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:37
PM CDT
Assigned To: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:37 PM
CDT
Assigned By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/06/2012 05:37
PM CDT
Disposition By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/08/2012 10:43 AM
CDT
Entered By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/08/2012 10:43 AM
CDT
Approved By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/08/2012 10:56 AM
CDT
Entered By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/08/2012 10:56 AM
CDT
Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: [Blank]
Female
Residence Address: [Blank]
Contact Info: Home Phone: [Blank]
Related IP ID(s): [Blank]

IP ID: [Blank]
Form Type: IIR                                           Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)                                                b6

Approved By:                                              b7C

Drafted By:                                               b7E

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Caller identified the person of interest was        b6
          said the individual was always saying weird things,
talking about arabs and the muslim culture all of the time.  
          said he was going to get them back one day. used to work with
          at

         

         

          UNCLASSIFIED//FOG

Serial 335
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:46 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:25 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 05:21 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Other
Reporting Person: Male
Residence Address:
Milwaukee, WI 53221
Contact Info: Cell Phone

NARRATIVE

(U) Caller identified the person of interest was said the individual was always saying weird things, talking about arabs and the muslim culture all of the time.
 has a and always said he was going to get them back one day.
used to work with at
FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:25 PM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contact
and evaluate for any new information regarding

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition:
08/07/2012 (approximately 0900): left voicemail on cell phone
(voice mail stated as phone). Verified as address. Spoke to
at work. Left business card for
to call writer.

08/07/2012 (approximately 1330): call cell phone; no answer; did not leave voice message.

NOTE: correct spelling of name is Lead incorrectly has name as

Attachment:
Interview of pdf (FD302)
Draft Interview of

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:54 AM CDT

2/26/2013
Submitted By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:25 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:05 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations:  
Leads Required
Evaluated By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:38 PM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number:  
Status:  
Created By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:43 PM CDT

Approved By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)  
Entered By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:46 PM CDT

Assigned To:  
11:47 PM CDT  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012

Assigned By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:47 PM CDT

Disposition By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012  
02:09 PM CDT

Entered By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 02:09 PM CDT

Approved By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)  
Entered By:  
(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:54 AM CDT

Case ID:  
266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#:
The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:  
Male

Residence Address:  

Contact Info:  
Cell Phone:

Related IP ID(s):  

IP ID:  

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
Form Type: IIR                Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) 

Approved By:               b6

Drafted By:                b7C

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) advised he was watching news, and media said
there might be a white supremacist angle. He knows of an active chapter
of the World Church of the Creator (neo-nazi white supremacist) in
Cudahy, WI

**

Serial 336
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:46 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 07:42 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 07:20 AM CST

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: Telephonic
Reporting Person: Male
Residence Address: LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000
Washington, DC

NARRATIVE
(U) advised he was watching news, and media said there might be a white supremacist angle. He knows of an active chapter of the World Church of the Creator (neo-nazi white supremacist) in Cudahy, WI (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 07:42 AM CDT]

DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Organization:
Type: Religious
World Church of the Creator
Neo-Nazi White Supremist Church
Other Address: LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000
Cudahy, WI

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Contacted FBI Milwaukee to share information regarding an active chapter of World Church of the Creator (neo-Nazi white supremacist) in Cudahy, Wisconsin.

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition: Interviewed FD-302 completed and pending approval.
Attachment: Interview of pdf (FD302)

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:52 AM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 07:42 AM

2/26/2013
**ASSESSMENT**

- **Relevant**
- **FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC** - 08/06/2012 07:45 AM CDT

**LEAD EVALUATION**

- **Leads Required**
- **FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC** - 08/06/2012 10:46 AM CDT

**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b6 b7C b7E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Created By</th>
<th>Approved By</th>
<th>Entered By</th>
<th>Assigned To</th>
<th>Assigned By</th>
<th>Disposition By</th>
<th>Entered By</th>
<th>Approved By</th>
<th>Entered By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Covered</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:20 AM CDT</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:20 AM CDT</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:21 AM CDT</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 11:21 AM CDT</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:37 AM CDT</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:37 AM CDT</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)</td>
<td>(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:52 AM CDT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Case ID:** 266N-MW-2440609

---

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:**

- Male

**Residence Address:**

- LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000
- Washington, DC

**Related IP ID(s):**

**Organization:**

- Type: Religious
- World Church of the Creator
- Neo-nazi White Supremist Church

**Other Address:**

- LAT: 0.0000 LONG: 0.0000
- Cudahy, WI

**Related IP ID(s):**
Form Type: IIR
Title: (U)
Approved By: 
Drafted By: 
Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) [redacted] sent an Email to Oak Creek PD and stated that she [redacted] to temple. She saw a male in a red SUV casing the temple prior to shooting.

**

UNCLASSIFIED/FOC
Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:46 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 12:34 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/07/2012 09:49 AM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous
Male

NARRATIVE
(U) [___] sent an Email to Oak Creek PD and stated that she [___] to temple. She saw a male in a red SUV casing the temple prior to shooting [___] (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 12:34 PM CDT]

DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Person:
Role: Witness
Female
Years Old
Contact Info: Other

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To:
FBI - Milwaukee
Lead:
Contact [___] (telephone number [___]) regarding information she reported to Oak Creek PD about seeing a male in a red SUV casing the temple prior to the shooting.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition:
was contacted and Interviewed. FD 302 is attached.
Attachment:
Interview of [___] pdf (FD302)
Interview of [___]

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:51 AM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 12:34 PM CDT
ASSESSMENT
Relevant
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 12:34 PM CDT

2/26/2013
**LEAD EVALUATION**

Investigations: Leads Required

**Evaluated By:**
(WEBS) - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 12:35 PM CDT

**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Status:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Created By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned To:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assigned By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disposition By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approved By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entered By:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

---

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

**Person:** Anonymous

Male

**Related IP ID(s):**

**Person:**

Female, Years Old

**Contact Info:** Other:

**Related IP ID(s):**

**IP ID:**

---

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Subject filled out a job application at Express Employment Professionals. [Redacted] will make a copy available for agents to pick up.

UNCLASSIFIED/FOUO
(U) Subject filled out a job application at Express Employment Professionals. [Redacted] will make a copy available for agents to pick up. [Redacted] (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 09:20 AM CDT.

Disposition Data for Lead Number [Redacted]

Disposition: SA [Redacted] interviewed [Redacted] and picked up all records pertaining to lead. All documents were scanned into Sentinel. FD 302 is awaiting approval.

Attachment: Wade M. Page employment application and resume.pdf (FD302)

Contact with [Redacted]
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:31 AM CDT

LEADS
Lead Number: 
Status: Covered
Created By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:33 AM CDT
Approved By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC
Entered By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:33 AM CDT
Assigned To: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:33 AM CDT
Assigned By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 10:33 AM CDT
Disposition By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 03:30 PM CDT
Entered By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/07/2012 03:30 PM CDT
Approved By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC
Entered By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/08/2012 10:50 AM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person:

Business/Employment Address:
Express Employment Professionals
Howell Avenue
Milwaukee, WI

Contact Info:
Business Phone:

Related IP ID(s):

IP ID: 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) [Blank]

Approved By: [Blank]

Drafted By: [Blank]

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) DTOU [Blank] was requested to get information on
and provide to Milwaukee.

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO

Serial 339
UNCLASSIFIED/FOC

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:47 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:37 PM CDT
Received By: 08/06/2012 04:35 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION

Contact Method: Self Initiated
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE

(U)DTOU was requested to get information on and provide to Milwaukee. (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:37 PM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: SA is requested to do follow up on request to DTOU.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition: Follow up has been completed. Information has been disseminated.

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION

IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:48 AM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:37 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:38 PM CDT

LEAD EVALUATION

Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:39 PM CDT

LEADS

Lead Number: Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 04:40 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)

2/26/2013
INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

2/26/2013
UNCLASSIFIED/

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/07/2012

[Name] date of birth [Date], was interviewed at [Address], CALIFORNIA. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [Name] provided the following information:

[Name] did not know or remember ever meeting WADE MICHAEL PAGE. [Name] was told PAGE was in a band and was shown a picture of PAGE playing a guitar which he stated he did not recognize. [Name] did not recognize the bands Max Resist or End Apathy. [Name] was shown a photograph of [Name] which [Name] stated he did not recognize the picture or the name.

[Name] was asked if he knew [Name] stated he did not want to answer anymore questions without a lawyer.

UNCLASSIFIED/

Investigation on 08/07/2012 at California, United States (In Person)

File # 266N-MN-2440609 Date drafted 08/07/2012

by

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.

Serial 340
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Per CHS reporting, conduct research to identify
and interview 

Serial 341
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP# 

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:55 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:17 AM
Received By: 08/06/2012 05:45 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: Email
Reporting Person: FBI

NARRATIVE
Per CHS reporting, conduct research to identify and interview (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:17 AM CDT

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number: 
Type: Action Required
Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Per CHS reporting, conduct research to identify and interview

Disposition Data for Lead Number
Disposition:

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:48 AM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:17 AM

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: Relevant (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:17 AM CDT

2/26/2013
**LEAD EVALUATION**

Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:21 AM CDT

**LEADS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lead Number:</th>
<th>Type:</th>
<th>Action Required</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Status:** Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:31 AM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:31 AM CDT

**Assigned To:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:32 AM CDT
**Assigned By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/07/2012 01:32 AM CDT
**Disposition By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 07:52 AM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 07:52 AM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:48 AM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Fbi Phoenix
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) __________

Approved By: __________

Drafted By: __________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Identify and interview __________

**

UNCLASSIFIED
ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:55 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 01:04 AM CDT
Received By: - 08/07/2012 01:00 AM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: Email
Reporting Person: Male

NARRATIVE
(U)Identify and interview [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 01:04 AM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number:
Type: Action Required  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Identify and interview

Disposition Data for Lead Number:
Disposition:

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:47 AM CDT
Submitted By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 01:04 AM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: Relevant

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/07/2012 01:06 AM CDT

2/26/2013
The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Male

Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: [Redacted]
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: ________________________________

Drafted By: ________________________________

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) DTOU is requested to

Serial 343
IP ID: 

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP# 

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:55 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:31 PM CDT
Received By: - 08/06/2012 05:26 PM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: Self Initiated
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE
(U)DTOU is requested to [(FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:31 PM CDT]

LEADS FROM FBI Milwaukee Investigations
Lead Number: 
Type: Information Only  Status: Covered
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: SA is requested to read information.

Disposition Data for Lead Number

Disposition:

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed - 08/08/2012 10:47 AM CDT
Submitted By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:31 PM CDT

ASSESSMENT
Assessment By: 
Relevant

LEAD EVALUATION
Investigations: Leads Required
Evaluated By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:32 PM CDT

2/26/2013
LEADS

Lead Number:  
Status: Covered
Created By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:33 PM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:34 PM CDT
Assigned To: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:34 PM CDT
Assigned By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:34 PM CDT
Disposition By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 07:50 AM CDT
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 07:50 AM CDT
Approved By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC)
Entered By: (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:47 AM CDT

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): 

IP ID: 

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
Synopsis: (U) Caller was on a myspace page which he claimed the guy, whose picture was shown on tv in connection with the case, was pictured. The myspace account is [illegible] There is around 50 pictures on the page. The pictures are of [illegible] The person of interest is [illegible] The person of interest is [illegible] First names are given on the profile page. The person of interest doesn't have a goatee in the picture. The myspace page can also be accessed by going to [illegible]
Caller was on a myspace page which he claimed the guy, whose picture was shown on tv in connection with the case, was pictured. The myspace account is located at the uniform resource locator (URL) [given]. The person of interest is first names are given on the profile page. The person of interest doesn't have a goatee in the picture. The myspace page can also be accessed by going to [given].

Leads from FBI Milwaukee Investigations

Lead Number:
Type: Action Required
To: FBI - Milwaukee
Lead: Review and evaluate Myspace content as disclosed by caller

Disposition Data for Lead Number:

Disposition: On 7 August 2012, downloaded the contents of a Myspace account associated with [given]. The account did not require a user to be logged in to Myspace in order to view the contents. After confirming that they subject, Wade Michael Page, was in the photos, downloaded the contents of the page, including photos.
**ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION**

- **IP Status:** Completed - 08/08/2012 10:04 AM CDT
- **Submitted By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:09 PM CDT
- **Assessment:** Relevant
- **Assessment By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:09 PM CDT

**LEAD EVALUATION**
- **Investigations:** Leads Required
- **Evaluated By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:22 PM CDT

**LEADS**
- **Lead Number:**
- **Status:** Covered
- **Created By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:24 PM CDT
- **Approved By:**
- **Entered By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:25 PM CDT
- **Assigned To:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:25 PM CDT
- **Assigned By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/06/2012 05:25 PM CDT
- **Disposition By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 07:48 AM CDT
- **Entered By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 07:48 AM CDT
- **Approved By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:04 AM CDT
- **Entered By:** (FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC) - 08/08/2012 10:04 AM CDT

**Case ID:** 266N-MW-2440609

**INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#**

The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.

- **Person:** Male
- **Residence Address:**
- **Contact Info:** Home Phone:
- **Related IP ID(s):**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

2/26/2013
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: IIR

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U)

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Conduct interview at Milwaukee PC.

serial 345
UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

IP ID: [Redacted]

ORION INFORMATION PACKAGE IP#

Current Date: 08/10/2012 11:56 AM EDT  Precedence: Routine
Created By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/08/2012 09:19 AM CDT
Received By: 08/08/2012 09:12 AM CDT

SOURCE(S) OF INFORMATION
Contact Method: In Person
Reporting Person: Anonymous

NARRATIVE
(U)Conduct interview at Milwaukee PC, [FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC] - 08/08/2012 09:19 AM CDT

DESCRIPTIVE DATA
Person: Role: Subject
Wade Michael Page
Male, 11/11/1971, 40 Years Old
Organization: Type: Business
Milwaukee PC

ADMINISTRATIVE SECTION
IP Status: Completed/Not Currently Relevant - 08/08/2012 09:21 AM CDT
Submitted By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/08/2012 09:19 AM CDT
ASSESSMENT Not Currently Relevant
Assessment By: FBI - Milwaukee at FBI Milwaukee JOC - 08/08/2012 09:21 AM CDT
Comments: Previously set as IP#

Case ID: 266N-MW-2440609

INDEX RECORDS ASSOCIATED WITH IP#
The following Index Records are currently associated with the information contained within this IP. Since Index Records are subject to update at any time, it should be recognized that viewing or printing this IP at a later date may produce Index Records that could be significantly different than those displayed here.
Person: Anonymous
Related IP ID(s): [Redacted]

Person: Wade Michael Page
Male, 11/11/1971, White including Hispanic, 40 Years Old
Residence Address: Cudahy, WI 53110

2/26/2013
Possible residence of Wade Michael Page possible residence for Wade Michael Page Possible residence of Wade Michael Page possible residence for Wade Michael Page Subject's residence

AKAs: Wade Michael Buskirk; Jeff Wade Page
Attachment:
Related IP ID(s):

Organization:
Type: Business
Milwaukee PC
Related IP ID(s):

IP ID:
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: EMAIL

Date: 08/10/2012

Title: (U) Wade Michael Page

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Areas of interests provided by DTOU

+++

UNCLASSIFIED
From: [Redacted]
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2012 3:06 PM
To: [Redacted]
Cc: [Redacted]
Subject: Fw: Wade Micheal Page, 266N-MW-2440609

[Redacted] could you please use this information to close out Orion IPs [Redacted]?
Thanks so much.

From: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted] (MW)(FBI)
Cc: [Redacted]
Sent: Tue Aug 07 04:14:17 2012
Subject: RE: Wade Micheal Page, 266N-MW-2440609

These are the areas of interest:
From: 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 9:29 PM
To: 
Subject: Fw: Wade Micheal Page, 266N-MW-2440609

Please get answers

From: 
To: 
Sent: Mon Aug 06 21:14:09 2012
Subject: Re: Wade Micheal Page, 266N-MW-2440609

Thanks.

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Sent: Mon Aug 06 21:08:29 2012
Subject: Re: Wade Micheal Page, 266N-MW-2440609

My ASAC is on a conference call with now. We’ll get you this info shortly. Regards.

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Sent: Mon Aug 06 21:05:42 2012
Subject: Re: Wade Micheal Page, 266N-MW-2440609

Hi

I am not on shift right now and don’t have this information available. I am forwarding your e-mail to the Supervisors in the CP right now. SSA, SSA, SSA, and SIA.

From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Sent: Mon Aug 06 20:18:49 2012
Subject: Wade Micheal Page, 266N-MW-2440609

Good evening,

SA I am an SSA at DTOU, and working this matter at SIOC/FBIHQ. If you are off for the day, please advise who the current POC is?
I am trying to obtain additional info regarding some details of the investigation. We are trying to firm up the timeline for several areas that are uncertain.

These are the areas of interest:

Please provide the response to all CC’d on this email. Thank you.

Regards,
SSA
DTOU
Date of entry: 08/08/2012

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of Birth: [ ], Residence: [ ]
Telephone Number: [ ] was advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and the purpose of the interview.
[ ] was interviewed at his residence at which time he voluntarily provided the following information:

[ ] met Wade Page through [ ], after [ ]
[ ] This was in the past year or so, although, [ ] could not remember exact dates. [ ] believed [ ] (who was also present and being interviewed) could provide accurate dates. [ ] knew that Page had worked for Bar Nunn Trucking Company and had lived [ ] in Fayetteville, NC. Page had broken his foot, was charged with Driving Under the Influence (DUI), lost his job as a result of the DUI, and lost his house as a result of losing his job.

Because [ ] was a friend of Page's, [ ] Page did help

Page would typically
therefore, [ ] considered him somewhat of a loner. Page would typically

Investigation on 08/06/2012 at [ ], United States (In Person)
File # 266N-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/08/2012
by [ ]

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
believed that at one point, Page ran some type of Internet business. He never knew Page had been in the United States Army, nor did he ever know him to have weapons. He never heard anything bad about Page.

Page knew the "skinheads" believed they are being wronged by the United States Government and hate people who are "not from here."

Page would play in a band. He described the music as ____________ and Page would ____________

Page would travel once or twice a year with their band and play music at "Paloozas" (Phonetic). He believed these trips included trips to Florida and Michigan.

Page did not have a ___________ Last Name Unknown (LNU), through ___________ (Phonetic). ___________ was the
believed resides in

Because of

who has a telephone number

believed that LNU lived in "the North" possibly Wisconsin. believed Page and drove up to Wisconsin to live Page had a Dodge Magnum station wagon with a V-8 engine. He loaded the vehicle up with as much as he could and left. What he could not fit into the car, he sold to include kitchen appliances, a lawn mower, and some tools.

also had a cell phone number for Page of 252-343-0445. Prior to Page losing his house in Fayetteville, NC, it was broken into. After that, Page took many of his belongings from there.

works at a and typically arrives home between

works for

He typically gets off of work at however, sometimes

knew an individual named for a short time; however, not at the same time as Page. He believed had family in and may reside there now. worked together for

and may have known Page; although, was not sure. had a falling out and is ninety percent (90%) sure moved to to be with It is also possible that might be in

had left the residence
knew an individual named LNU who and was from Virginia.

knew and friends would occasionally go to nude bars, but did not know of a particular bar they would frequent.

could be reached at or
After being advised of the identity of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

immediately informed the interviewing agents that agreed to provide what information he could about Wade Page and was expecting contact from the FBI. advised that he was the person, in his opinion, who Page before Page stated that he was pissed at Page for doing what he did because it was wrong to kill innocent people and commit murder but also because it was bringing heat down on Page's friends because of the crazy thing he did. stated that it was a crazy thing that Page did and he does not condone it. went on to say that was not the Page he knew.

first met Page in either 2000 or 2001 at the Rocky Mountain Heritage Festival in Colorado. The festival was a white supremacist music gathering. and Page hung out together there. and Page would run into to each other afterwards at various white supremacist music gatherings. recalled that at some point Page wasn't around anymore and lost touch with him for over four to five years.

In 2009, heard that Page was driving a truck and was living in the Fayetteville, NC area. was able to get a contact number for Page, possibly from a mutual friend, and speak to him. Page told that he was working for Bar Nunn trucking, had a house and was getting his life together.

which Page did. Page had been working on a project, a band called End Apathy, which Page explained to that
Continuation of FD-302 of Interview, On 08/06/2012, Page 2 of 4

the name meant that people needed to do more than just talk about what they believed. thought that Page meant political action much like tried to do.

together in the past.

Page sometime in 2010. explained why Page Page had been drinking/partying/rehearsing one Sunday afternoon. told Page not to drive, but when Page left. Page got arrested for DWI on his way home to Fayetteville. Page eventually lost his job, which in turn resulted in Page losing his house. Page had been drinking prior to the arrest.

Page's Page tried to get Page to work with

For a couple weeks, Page worked on line for Microsoft as a trouble shooter when the X Box Connect came out.

described Page as quiet, smart and mature. Page was a video game fanatic who played whatever gaming system was out at the time. also knew Page to own several firearms, rifles and pistols, to include a 9mm pistol. was asked if he recalled Page being in possession of any firearms when he moved to Wisconsin. stated and Page were hard up for cash to live on the Winter of 2010, which caused them both to sell off a lot of things to pay bills. Page sold his video games and some of his firearms. thinks that Page still had a 9mm pistol when Page never had anything music CD's.

Page had been in the Army but never really talked about it. Page told he had a good friend in Fayetteville who was still in the Army. never met the friend and did not know if the friend was a white supremacist or not. Page had grown up in Denver, Colorado. Page's mother died when he was young which according to Page never got over.

Page was advised that Page wasn't big on family. Page.

knew Page to have a friend in California who was a fellow skinhead. did not know Page to "look up to" anyone in particular in the white supremacist movement.

explained how Page first met Page initially
Continuation of FD-302 of Interview, On 08/06/2012 Page 3 of 4

met at a music festival or at a gathering at when Page and told Page that move to Wisconsin, so he did. Page moved out in either October/November 2011.

For the first few months after Page moved to Wisconsin, and Page spoke every week to every other week. Page was at the St. Patrick's Day bash in Virginia. Page, and some other white supremacists from "up North" came down. Page played with Definite Hate and Thirteen Knots. Page also played in some other bands while there. said that Page seemed like himself.

After St. Patrick's Day, contact became more and more sporadic. received a call in what he believes was late May/early June 2012 from Page. Page had called from a bar and was obviously drunk. Page told he but he was good. stated that Page sounded like his old self. About one week later, called Page but could not get up with him. had called to tell Page that Over the following weeks, and other mutual friends tried to get up with Page but all were unsuccessful.

called a few weeks ago.

did not know where Page was. called Page's job which believes was a metal or machine shop. Someone at the job told that Page was a good worker but hadn't been to work or heard from in three weeks.

then got on the Internet and read the news stories. recalled that the previous Wednesday or Thursday which he thought was odd. was asked if he knew of any possible motive for Page's actions. opined that all he could think of was that Page had cracked because of got drunk, listened to some great music and went and did what he did. then advised that if Page thought he would be some type of martyr for his actions, he was wrong, because what he did was not right.

was asked about several individuals whose name was associated with stated was a
266N-MW-2440609

Continuation of FD-302 of [ ] / Interview on 08/06/2012, Page 4 of 4

He used drugs, so he did not know Page. He would not know Page. He is an individual who is not a white supremacist, that provided phone number of did not provide further information for

Identified [ ] Wade Page, [ ]

Was shown the photograph of the individual with the that did not recognize the individual. Further stated that advised [ ]

UNCLASSIFIED//FOC
date of birth (DOB) cellular phone number, was interviewed telephonically at Stratus Technology Services, 149 Avenue at the Common, Shrewsbury, New Jersey, 07702. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

After reviewing company personnel files it was found that there is no record of employee WADE MICHAEL PAGE, DOB 11/11/1971, social security account number, 524-37-2426, ever having worked for Stratus Technology Services. of Stratus Technology Services suggested that maybe PAGE worked for Stratus Services Group, which was located at the same street address, but went out of business in 2009. advised that the owner of Stratus Services Group MIKE MALSTON died in 2009 of a heart attack.

offered to call Agents with any further information regarding PAGE's employment if so discovered.
Title: (U//FOUO) Results for WADE MICHAEL PAGE (266N-MW-2440609)

Date: 08/10/2012

From: COUNTERTERRORISM

Contact:

Approved By:

Drafted By:

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

BANK SECRECY ACT INFORMATION

Synopsis: (U) Response to an e-mail request from DTOU-2 for analytical support of pending FBI Domestic Terrorism (DT) investigation 266N-MW-2440609.

Administrative Notes: (U)

Details:

(U//FOUO) On 08/06/2012, _____ received an e-mail from DTOU-2 UC _____ requesting analytical support of pending FBI DT investigation

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO

Serial 350
Title: Results for WADE MICHAEL PAGE (266N-MW-2440609)
Re: 08/08/2012

266N-MW-2440609. DTOU-2 provided the following identifiers of WADE MICHAEL PAGE (PAGE) (deceased), main subject of captioned investigation:

WADE MICHAEL PAGE

W/M

DOB: 11/11/1971

SSAN: 524-37-2426

Last known address: Cudahey, WI

Prior addresses:

1. South Milwaukee, WI 53172 (December 2011 - July 2012)

2. Nashville, NC 27856-9383 (January 2011-June 2012)

3. Fayetteville, NC 28306-6020 (July 2007 - September 2011)

(U) personnel conducted analysis on PAGE's identifiers and is providing the following items that may be of potential interest to DTOU-2 and the Milwaukee Division:

(U) Items of Potential Interest
(U) Walmart Store 1551, 6701 South 27th Street, Franklin, Wisconsin, telephone number ________ was contacted at her place of business on 08/09/2012 by Special Agent _______ and Detective _______ regarding surveillance video footage captured on 07/17/2012. _______ provided the following information:

(U) Surveillance camera footage dated 07/17/12 shows a burgundy sport utility vehicle arriving at Walmart Store 1551 at approximately 4:20 p.m. A white male dressed in a black T-shirt and black shorts exited the vehicle unaccompanied by any passengers and entered the Walmart store. Surveillance camera footage shows that the white male purchased items from the DVD section of the Walmart and exited the store soon thereafter.

(U) The surveillance video footage is good quality and includes a front view of the white male exiting the Walmart. The white male has a medium build, a closely cropped hair cut, tattoos covering exposed arms and legs, glasses and a goatee.

(U) _______ provided a receipt of the purchase made at 4:48 p.m. by the white male.

(U) An FD-597 Receipt For Property Received was provided to _______ for the surveillance footage downloaded to a DVD and for the duplicate point of sale record.
Title: (U) Investigation pertaining to telephone call to Brookfield Sikh temple on 08/04/2012.

Date: 08/10/2012

From: MILWAUKEE
MW-9
Contact: 

Approved By: 

b6
b7C

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

FEDERAL GRAND JURY MATERIAL - DISSEMINATE PURSUANT TO RULE 6(E)

Synopsis: (U) Investigation pertaining to telephone call to Brookfield Sikh temple on 08/04/2012.

Reference: 266N-MW-2440609 Serial 208
266N-MW-2440609 Serial 281
266N-MW-2440609 Serial 277

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:

1. (U)

Subpoena for documents to E-mails between SA and the MPD (seven pages);

2. 

Subpoena for documents to E-mails between SA and the MPD (seven pages);
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Investigation pertaining to telephone call to Brookfield Sikh temple on 08/04/2012.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/10/2012

Details:

(U) During the afternoon of 08/05/2012, SAs [redacted] and [redacted] responded to the Sikh Religious Society of Wisconsin (hereafter referred to as Brookfield Sikh temple), located at 3675 N. Calhoun Rd., Brookfield, WI, after receiving information from the Milwaukee Police Department (MPD) a suspicious call had been received by the temple on 08/04/2012. Upon arriving at the temple, SAs [redacted] and [redacted] met, among others, MPD Detectives [redacted] and [redacted], and Brookfield Police Sergeant [redacted].

(U) The FBI and MPD learned the Brookfield Sikh temple received a telephone call the day prior, 08/04/2012, from what sounded like a white male inquiring what time services would be held and what services were attended by the most people. The telephone call was reportedly received at approximately 2:00 PM by the Sikh temple's telephone number: (262) 790-1600. A Sikh representative allowed law enforcement officials to scroll through the temple's telephone caller identification, however, no records from Saturday, 08/04/2012 could be located. It was learned the call in question was likely answered by [redacted] who was later interviewed regarding this matter (Agent Note: See referenced Serial 277 in which [redacted] stated he received said call around 2:00 PM Saturday).

(U) The MPD acted on this information and [redacted] (Agent Note: [redacted] and e-mails between SA [redacted] and MPD officials are attached electronically to this communication and are enclosed physically in an FD-340).
Further research conducted by MPD indicated

was identified as currently residing at Waukesha, WI.

(U) The FBI and MPD interviewed at her residence during
the evening of 08/05/2012. According to she never had another
telephone number except in 38 years, with the exception
of a telephone number when she lived in Milwaukee.

DOB: cellular telephone number

was present during the interview of
reviewed an old telephone book she maintained and could not locate
evidence of. It was later learned was a
routing number, thus, it was unlikely was the caller to the
Sikh temple in Brookfield.

(U) A Grand Jury Subpoena obtained by the FBI later identified

who was interviewed by the FBI on 08/06 and
08/08/2012 (Agent Note: See referenced Serials 208 and 281 pertaining
to the interviews of admitted to calling the Sikh temple as
he described himself as a planned on visiting a
synagogue, Sikh temple, mosque, and a church. The interviews did not
result in any indication was involved in the white supremacist
movement or that he posed a threat to the Sikh community.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Investigation pertaining to telephone call to Brookfield Sikh temple on 08/04/2012.
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/10/2012

A Grand Jury Subpoena for

was being sought by FBI Milwaukee. As of this writing, these results
had yet to be received.

(U) SA discussed the aforementioned with
MPD Police Officer on 08/08/2012. According to no
further legal process from MPD regarding obtaining the is required.

++
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date of birth (DOB) [ ] telephone number [ ]
was interviewed at his primary residence, [ ]
and [ ]. After being advised of the identity of the
interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, [ ] provided the
following information:

[ ] telephone associated with number [ ] was currently
in the possession of [ ] knew [ ] from their
mutual interest in "hardcore" music. Approximately one and a half years
ago, [ ]. Before [ ] departed, he gave his [ ] area code
telephone to [ ]. Although the [ ] phone number remained
registered to [ ] has operated and paid for the service
since that time.

After [ ] moved back into the [ ] area, he has considered
retrieving his phone from [ ] remained in contact with
via telephone and e-mail. [ ] e-mail was reported as
does not drive, and only rides a bicycle.

In the past, [ ] has picked up [ ] while driving a gray in
color SUV. [ ] has not heard [ ] make violent threats, and was
unaware of any firearms owned by [ ] does not consider
himself a Hammerskin, nor did he know [ ] to be one.

[ ] claimed to have never spoke to Wade Michael Page, nor did he
[ ] was unable to identify anyone but Page - who he recognized from
news articles on the internet. [ ] did not recognize the name or
photograph of [ ]

Investigation on 08/10/2012 at United States (In Person)

File # 266H-MW-2440609 Date drafted 08/10/2012

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.
was unaware of any additional mutual acquaintances with Page. When asked if he recently discussed the Milwaukee shootings with anyone, admitted to speaking on the telephone with an associate LNU via telephone number knows due to a shared interest in the "hardcore" music scene.

told the interviewing agents that the best way to get a hold of was to speak to him via the telephone number. The agents asked if would make a call on their behalf using his number. complied. After initially letting the call go to voicemail, called back. telephone was being operated in the speakerphone mode, and when was informed that the FBI was interested in speaking with him, exclaimed "Oh Fuck! About Wade?" handed the phone to SA and arrangements were made to meet at the corner of in

claimed not to own any firearms.

roommate at is
DATE OF ENTRY: 08/10/2012

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

[Redacted]

After being advised of the identities of the interviewing agents and the nature of the interview, [Redacted] provided the following information:

This information was gathered at the request of FBI Milwaukee [Redacted] agreed to meet agents near his place of employment to discuss the cellular telephone number he uses, but is registered to [Redacted]

[Redacted] stated that he took [Redacted] cellular telephone and number when [Redacted] has been using the cellular number that still returns to [Redacted] since then. [Redacted] stated that [Redacted] has had no personal dealings with PAGE.

[Redacted] last spoke to WADE PAGE at the end of June, 2012 at [Redacted] in Milwaukee. [Redacted] also attended the meeting. [Redacted] stated that the meeting was to hang out together and meet a new couple that PAGE wanted to introduce to [Redacted] could only remember the male as [Redacted] INU and described the couple as in their 20′s, from [Redacted] Wisconsin.

[Redacted] has not spoken to in a long time. The last time he saw her was in late spring of 2012 when [Redacted] PAGE knew that [Redacted] works in the [Redacted] business. He does not know [Redacted] and could not identify a picture of [Redacted] and had never heard the name.

[Redacted] opined that PAGE committed the homicidal attack because of the was "appalled" by the shooting. Prior to the shooting, PAGE disappeared and had not contacted anyone [Redacted] in over one month. [Redacted] stated that PAGE moved from North Carolina.
knows that __________________ did not know who PAGE. After PAGE "went missing", attempted to contact him.

PAGE had only met PAGE approximately four to five times. did not know PAGE to be an angry person. PAGE was very quiet, soft spoken and monotone. Even when playing PAGE was not active on stage. knew that PAGE was in the military. PAGE told about a joint operation involving an airborne mission with the German military. PAGE received a German paratrooper medal from the operation.

stated that __________________ is not a Hammerskin, only

speaks to __________________ in __________________ is a and was not involved with PAGE.

cellular telephone number __________________ and recently helped his friend

stated that he knows through cellular telephone number __________________ who lives in __________________ Illinois. is a former member of the Hammerskins. and

stated does not know the __________________ address in __________________

While he was __________________ did not see or speak to PAGE or __________________ did not know PAGE.

On Friday, August 3, 2012, __________________

While driving north, __________________ received a call from someone that __________________ believed was __________________ The person on the call told __________________ that the roads in Oak Creek were blocked with police cars. While in __________________
Continuation of FD-302 of Interview of ________________________ on 08/10/2012.

Later in the night on Sunday, August 5, 2012, ________________________ researched the incident on his cellular telephone and realized a shooting had occurred. At approximately 11:00 p.m. on August 5, 2012, ________________________ received a text from ________________________ which stated that PAGE had done something.

_________________________ stated that he realizes ________________________ that his friend committed the shooting.

_________________________ offered to do anything, including submit to a polygraph examination, to prove his truthfulness on having nothing to do with the shooting and having no information about the shooting. ________________________ does not see the point of the killings, especially because it attracts unwanted attention to the movement.

_________________________ did not drive through the Oak Creek temple or the Brookfield temple over the weekend of August 3-5, 2012. He was ________________________ over that weekend.
UNCLASSIFIED

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: INSERT

Title: (U) Employment

Date: 08/11/2012

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609   (U) Wade Michael Page;
   AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Employment check

† †
The following investigation was conducted by Investigative Operations Analyst (IOA) at Milwaukee, Wisconsin on August 10, 2012:

A confidential source at Milwaukee, Wisconsin, provided the following information:

Date of birth Social Security Number

They list employment as of the first quarter of 2011 as Wisconsin.
Title: (U) Legat Berlin  
Date: 08/13/2012

From: BERLIN
BN-FRANKFURT
Contact: 

Approved By: A/LEGAT [REDACTED]

Drafted By: [REDACTED]

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609  
(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U) Coverage of Lead 116 set to LG Berlin re possible nexus of WADE to Germany.

Reference: 266N-MW-2440609 Serial 116

Administrative Notes: (U)

Details:

A contact of [REDACTED] advised that neither [REDACTED] nor [REDACTED] had indices references to WADE.

For the information of MW,

In response to a formal request of Legat Berlin at Frankfurt with respect to WADE MICHAEL PAGE, dob 11/11/1971,
Title: (U) Legat Berlin
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/13/2012

Alat Legat Berlin at Berlin, has made inquiry of for possible indices references to WADE with respect to.

++

UNCLASSIFIED//FOO
Title: (U//FOUO) Sharing of Intelligence Information with Milwaukee Division regarding Sikh Temple.

Date: 08/13/2012

To: 

From: DETROIT
DB-MC1
Contact: 

Approved By: A/SSRA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) To report the sharing of intelligence with the Milwaukee Division regarding a Michigan Sikh Temple incident.

Reference: 

Details:

On 8/6/2012, writer emailed a copy of to Milwaukee IA
Title: (U//FOUO) Sharing of Intelligence Information with Milwaukee Division regarding Sikh Temple.
Re: 08/10/2012

The purpose was to inform the Milwaukee Division

**

UNCLASSIFIED//FOUO
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Import Form

Form Type: OTHER
Date: 08/13/2012

Title: (U//FOUO) [ ] CONSENT TO SEARCH TELEPHONE

Approved By: 

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page;
AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Synopsis: (U//FOUO) [ ] S/N [ ]
[ ] WITH MINI DATA CARD,

Enclosure(s): Enclosed are the following items:
1. (U//FOUO) FD941 [ ]
CONSENT TO SEARCH COMPUTER(S)

I, ____________________________________________, have been asked by Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to permit a complete search by the FBI or its designees of any and all computers, any electronic and/or optical data storage and/or retrieval system or medium, and any related computer peripherals, described below:

__________________________ S/N __________________________
CPU Make, Model & Serial Number (if available)
__________________________ _____________________________________________
Storage or Retrieval Media, Computer Peripherals

and located at _____________________________________________ which I own, possess, control, and/or have access to, for any evidence of a crime or other violation of the law. The required passwords, logins, and/or specific directions for computer entry are as follows: ____________________________

I have been advised of my right to refuse to consent to this search, and I give permission for this search, freely and voluntarily, and not as the result of threats or promises of any kind.

I authorize those Agents to take any evidence discovered during this search, together with the medium in/on which it is stored, and any associated data, hardware, software and computer peripherals.

8/6/2012
Date

8/6/2012
Date

Printed Full Name of Witness

Location
Event Title: (U) Volunteered Recordings from Oak Creek Squad Cameras

Date: 08/13/2012

Approved By: SSA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609

(U) Wade Michael Page;

AOT - White Supremacist Extremists;

Acquired By: 
on 08/07/2012

Acquired From: (U) Oak Creek Police Department

Receipt Given?: Yes

Holding Office: MILWAUKEE

Details:

Volunteered recorded media from Oak Creek PD seven(7) compact discs containing Squad Camera Video from Temple Shootings dated 08/05/2012 in Oak Creek, WI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>(U) Volunteered recorded media from Oak Creek PD seven(7) compact discs containing Squad Camera Video from Temple Shootings dated 08/05/2012 in Oak Creek, WI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acquired On: 08/07/2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ELSUR Evidence Type: Non-FBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intercept Type: Volunteered/Subpoenaed Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media Type: Computer Disk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Original Type: Original</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
UNCLASSIFIED

Title: (U) Volunteered Recordings from Oak Creek Squad Cameras
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/09/2012

++
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ORION Reference Lead Number  

[Blank] date of birth (DOB) [Blank] Social Security Number  

[Blank] was interviewed at his home located at [Blank] Oak Creek, Wisconsin. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, [Blank] provided the following information:

[Blank] and [Blank] date of birth [Blank] claim to have been present prior to the attack on the Sikh Temple by WADE MICHAEL PAGE. [Blank] says he, [Blank] and [Blank] drove to the Temple with his [Blank] at around 8:40 A.M. on August 5, 2012. [Blank] was listening to a prayer being conducted by [Blank] while [Blank] was assisting in the kitchen. [Blank] along with [Blank] were ready to leave the Temple when [Blank] insisted he stay a bit longer to drink more tea. [Blank] believes [Blank] did this to buy more time to assist in the kitchen. [Blank] says he waited for [Blank] for around another 15 minutes before leaving. [Blank] claims to only stay at the Temple for a short period of time that morning because he had [Blank].

While exiting the Temple parking lot [Blank] recalls seeing PAGE and his red pickup truck enter into the Temple parking lot [Blank] recalls seeing a white male wearing a half-sleeve white shirt with a Goatee shaven face. [Blank] does not recall seeing PAGE with any tattoos or wearing glasses. [Blank] vividly recalls seeing "angry eyes" from PAGE and given a very intimidating look. [Blank] recalls telling [Blank] "I've never seen this guy before."

[Blank] went directly home and heard from neighbors about the shooting at the Temple. [Blank] does not recall hearing anything from PAGE nor does he recall the time of date when his car intersected with PAGE'S.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Date of entry 08/10/2012

, date of birth was interviewed at . After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agent and the nature of the interview, provided the following information:

resides at social security account number , home telephone number cellular telephone number . He resides with . is employed as a .

is a member of the Hammerskins. He was completely shocked when he heard of his fellow Hammerskin brother, Wade Michael Page, being involved in the killings at the Sikh temple in Wisconsin. Hammerskins do not advocate this type of violence. learned of the attacks through the media and he has first met Page through .

is heart broken over Page's death. Page was always a mellow guy and everybody is shocked over what has occurred. believes things went bad between Page and . He left North Carolina and moved to Wisconsin, since .

grew up in and has been a white supremacist since he .

The Hammerskins "do not do shit like that," in reference to the killings at the Sikh temple. They are not "domestic terrorists" and do not
make bombs or target individuals with violence. Hammerskins will always
defend themselves, but will do this with their hands and fists. They have
their own set of beliefs, but they do not start fights. Every group has
some fringe members, but these are mostly young members who get the wrong
impression of white power from the media. The older members of Hammerskin
are into drinking beer and playing music, but they are not actively seeking
violence.

________ is sad about Page's death. Page was a good friend and had a
difficult life. Page's mother died when he was young. Page was a great
guitar player and was the calmest individual. They last
saw one another at a Hammerskin St. Patrick's Day rally in Virginia. It
was around this time that Page left for Wisconsin. He must have been
lonely, because he did not have any other Hammerskin members in that state.
Through the media, ______ found out Page quit his job and got his own
apartment. ______ and the other Hammerskin members never knew Page and______
______ is probably the only
person who knew what________ frame of mind was in the days leading up to the
killings. Page must of experienced a "break from reality." ______ is not
surprised Page took his own life, since his life was over after he killed
the people in the temple. ______ has no idea why Page targeted the Sikh
temple and he may have "mistaken" it for something else. The Hammerskins
never would have advocated this type of behavior against anyone.

If ______ had any knowledge of Page's intentions, he would have tried to
prevent him from doing it. ______ would take a polygraph examination to
prove neither he, nor the other members, knew or participated in these
killings.

The public does not understand the Hammerskins. They fight more often
with one another or other white supremacist groups than with anyone else.
______ who know his point of views. He has no problem
working with them, as long as noone tells him how he should believe.

______ is a "mellow dude" who had no knowledge of Page's intentions.______
drinks too much, but he would never participate in something like this.
All of the Hammerskin members are completely shocked by what Page did.

______ feels grief for his friend. He loved Page and wishes Page did
not kill the people at the temple.______ does not feel any grief for those
killed, since he did not know them.

______ he is not ashamed of what he believes. However, he does not know what
possessed Page to do what he did.
was interviewed at the Cape Fear Harley Davidson located at 3950 Sycamore Dairy Road, Fayetteville, North Carolina 28303. After being advised of the identities of the interviewing Agents and the nature of the interview, Cape Fear Harley Davidson, provided the following information:

Wade Michael Page was interviewed and hired for the Cape Fear Harley Davidson Store, on February 3, 2003 while wearing a white long sleeve button up shirt and a pair of slacks. On February 4, 2003, when Page began work, he was dressed in a short sleeve T-shirt, shorts, white knee socks, military boots and numerous large rings on his fingers. Page was also described as having numerous tattoos. Despite Page's appearance, his work habit were considered very efficient, his speech was articulate, and he kept his area "dress, right, dress".

Page worked as an orders and parts collection worker in the service room. Page's duties included taking parts orders, filling new and back orders, and passing the parts onto technicians. Page worked behind a small desk in the service room and did not deal with customers. He was described as quiet and did not appear to associate with other employees. The only known associates Page had, were and The store management knew that Page

North Carolina.

From his date of hire till approximately sixty days prior to Page's termination there were no issues with his performance or attitude. Page began to spiral downward in his work performance. His attitude with other employees, especially women employees, also began a downward spiral. Page became more "cocky and arrogant", talking down to and belittling the female employees in the shop. His demeanor changed to argumentative and confrontational.
On August 31, 2004, Page had an outburst with a female employee. During this outburst, believed that Page wanted to strike her. Based on Pages recent changes and issues with other employees, Page was terminated. He was escorted to the parking lot and asked to leave by management. While was cleaning up Page's work space, he found a tri-fold application for the Ku Klux Klan (KKK). placed the application in Page's employee file. felt that this was further evidence Page did not need to be associated with the business. Approximately 10 minutes after being walked out, Page returned and asked for the Ku Klux Klan application. told Page that the application had been thrown in the trash.

Page requested his finale pay. Page was told that it would be placed in his account. Page refused to provide the employee security code that unlocked his in house computer. The computer did not have access to the internet. Page made an appeal to the "Wage Board" for unpaid back-pay. A hearing was held and Page's complaint was not sustained.

After the Wage Board hearing did not hear from or see Page again. remembered being contacted by a trucking company from the 515 area code asking for a referral. was aware that Page did work as a truck driver in the North Carolina area. The only other information that stuck out about Page, was he was known to play music. One of the unknown employees once said that Page "would not play with any other members other than white". A local night club establishment was known use pick up bands and the members drawn for placement. If Page was drawn to play with anyone other than white players, Page would refuse to play that evening.
APPLICATION FOR CITIZENSHIP IN THE INVISIBLE EMPIRE

United Klans of America, Inc.
Knights of the Ku Klux Klan

I, the undersigned, do hereby certify that I am a duly born and legal citizen of the United States of America being a male, white person of proper habits, sound in mind and a believer in the tenets of the church of God and the maintenance of white supremacy and the principles of a "pure democracy," do hereby respectfully apply for membership in the United Klans of America Knights of the Ku Klux Klan, through Klan No.

I guarantee on my honor to conform strictly to all rules and regulations regarding my "naturalization" and the continuance of my membership and to attach and pay obedience to your constitutional authority and the constitution and laws of the United States of America and the states thereof. I also agree to the conditions and requirements of this application.

The name "naturalization" accompanies this application.

I would like to personal contact

MAIL TO
P.O. Box 111
Gnome Quarry N.C. 28007-0000

Residence Address

Applicant

[Signature and address]
The following organizations (or persons, factions or programs of official government committees) to be ideologically oriented direct or indirect recipients or beneficiaries of grants from the public treasury, public funds, or foundations. The text is a listing of various organizations and their affiliations with Communist ideology.

1. London School of Economics $1,000,000 plus
A Socialist oriented school that was established by prominent Socialists. Thousands of its students are indoctrinated with a Marxist philosophy. Many of these now occupy important positions in almost every field of endeavor.

2. Sikesm (Sex Education) $350,000
A sex education program that was as extreme as it has been banned in several states. Some of its officers have been identified as Communists.

3. Center for Study of Democratic Institutions $15,000,000
$15,000,000 received indirectly from the Ford Foundation. Its staff has included identified Communists, Socialists, and radicals.

4. Bryn Mawr College $1,850,000 plus
One of the most radical colleges in the nation.

5. The Carnegie Endowment for International Peace $1,759,699
This organization has a long record of promoting internationalism at the expense of patriotism and national interests. Alger Hiss was one of its presidents.

6. The American Friends Service Committee $1,134,000
Sponsored many Communist front youth organizations such as World Youth Congress, Student Peace Service Committee (American Student Union), and is openly working with local Communists and the Viet Cong to get us out of Viet Nam.

7. The Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) $175,000
Core financed voter registration drive only in the minority sections, particularly in the negro sections of Cleveland in order to secure the election of Carl Stokes for Mayor. This was a flagrant political maneuver.

8. Fund For The Republic $15,000,000
A far-left organization whose staff included extreme far-lefters.

9. UNESCO $200,000
The power arm of the United Nations dealing with all education, scientific, and cultural events, leading toward one world government. Under the control and influence of extreme radicals and Communists.

10. The Ford Foundation For Adult Education $4,800,000
The group was actually an extreme leftist political organization. It was a heavy contributor to the American Educational Service, many of whose leaders and members belonged to subversive organizations.

11. The National Students Association $240,000
This body is a militant group of left wing students who are causing much disruption in our colleges and universities. Many are admitted Marxists.

12. The Urban Affairs Foundation Of Los Angeles $5,000,000
Its staff includes extreme leftists and people who have been sympathetic to the Soviet Union. This grant was given with the implied purpose of being used to increase Negro members in Congress from nine to thirty.

13. The Woodrow Wilson Memorial Fellowship $2,400,000
It is funded by Clinton Jehle, a member of the House Committee on Un-American Activities, of being Communist oriented. He expounds his philosophy of co-existence with Communists country and the philosophy of Karl Marx.

14. The American Council of Learned Societies $23,987,930
An organization in which research in the social sciences is performed. Many of its leading members have proven pro-Soviet leanings.

15. Biblical Science $44,500,000
One of the greatest "Brainwashing" psychological institutions in the world. It has had tremendous adverse effects upon the actions of our youth in their attitudes toward patriotism, moral, and religious beliefs. It has turned their minds away from our Constitution and toward one world collectivism.

16. Ford's Karens Bureau $131,000
This was granted as a political payoff to a group of Communists who sold out the assassinations of Robert Kennedy. It was claimed that "Travel and Study" might help to soothe their grief.

17. National Council of Churches $907,000 plus
A most controversial organization whose policy has often been interpreted as pro-Soviet and anti-free enterprise. Many of its leaders have been openly Communist affiliated.

18. Non-commercial Television $120,000,000
Much of this has resulted in broadcasts that have an extreme leftist slant. It has been accused of fermenting race and class violence.

19. The Council On Foreign Relations $4,500,000
A large group of men of great influence. Many of them are soft on Communism and have led us into disastrous situations that have favored the Soviet Union.

20. The John E. Kennedy School Of Politics $2,500,000
Another political venture to set up a school of ultra liberal politicians at Harvard. These potential politicians would be trained in the Kennedy philosophy in order to be placed in positions of influence in the next Kennedy administration.

21. The Rand Corporation $4,130,000
A cybernetic liberal-left oriented "THINK TANK" doing much research for the government, business and the foundations.

22. Mexican American Legal Defense Fund $2,500,000
According to Rep. Henry C. Bonilla (D-TX, 31) "This is a radical organization with strong sympathies for Castro and the Soviet Union."

23. Foreign Aid $23,000,000
The total of these grants included many millions to pro-Communist and their institutions as well as to countries that are outspokenly anti-American.

24. The Foreign Policy Association $4,000,000
Partly given by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the group has members with proven Communist affiliations and has distributed much Communist propaganda in literature.

25. The World Affairs Council $170,000
Another one-worlder group intent upon destroying the sovereignty of the United States.

26. Congress For Cultural Freedom $1,000,000
To overcome intellectual and artistic barriers in an ideologically divided Europe seems to be held in order to propagandize the philosophy of socialism through culture.

27. CED, Foreign Policy Research $27,000
This (Council for Economic Development) a group bent on changing the philosophy of free enterprise to Fabian Socialism.

28. The National Committee On United States-China $250,000
An organization prefiguring the recognition of Red China.

29. Catholic Conference For Interracial Justice $52,000
A left oriented organization working through the Catholic church to achieve forced integration and negate freedom of choice.

30. An Educational Program $500,000
For the use of Communist propagandists in Poland and provides fellowships for Communists in Italy and for such well known reds as Chomsky Jerks.

31. NAACP $300,000
NAACP $1,000,000 - Legal defense fund
Official investigations have shown that many members who are in official positions have Communist affiliations and some have been identified as Communists. For many years its Executive Director, Roy Wilkins, has an extensive record of supporting Communist fronts and programs.

32. The American Council For National Service $200,000
Left of center and socialist oriented group propagandizing through literature and service to minorities.
APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT
(PRE-EMPLOYMENT QUESTIONNAIRES  AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER)

PERSONAL INFORMATION

NAME Wade Michael

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 524-37-2726

PRESENT ADDRESS

PERMANENT ADDRESS

SAME

PHONE NO. 

ARE YOU 18 YEARS OR OLDER? Yes [ ] No [ ]

ARE YOU EITHER A U.S. CITIZEN OR AN ALIEN AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE UNITED STATES? Yes [ ] No [ ]

EMPLOYMENT DESIRED

POSITION Part time

DATE YOU CAN START 4 Feb 03

SALARY DESIRED $7.50

ARE YOU EMPLOYED NOW? Yes [ ] No [ ]

IF SO MAY WE INQUIRE OF YOUR PRESENT EMPLOYER?

EVER APPLIED TO THIS COMPANY BEFORE? Yes [ ] No [ ] WHERE? WHEN?

REFERRED BY

EDUCATION

NAME AND LOCATION OF SCHOOL  *NO OF YEARS ATTENDED  *DID YOU GRADUATE?  SUBJECTS STUDIED

GRAMMAR SCHOOL

HIGH SCHOOL

COLLEGE

TRADE, BUSINESS OR CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

GENERAL

SUBJECTS OF SPECIAL STUDY OR RESEARCH WORK

EXCEPTIONS TO THE RULES ARE

SPECIAL SKILLS

ACTIVITIES (CIVIC, ATHLETIC, ETC.)

EXCLUDE ORGANIZATIONS, THE NAME OF WHICH INDICATES THE RACE, CRED, SEX, AGE, MARITAL STATUS, COLOR OR NATION OR ORIGIN OF ITS MEMBERS.

U.S. MILITARY OR NAVAL SERVICE

PRESENT MEMBERSHIP IN NATIONAL GUARD OR RESERVES

[ ] Army [ ] Navy [ ] Air Force [ ] Marine Corps [ ] Coast Guard [ ] None [ ]
### Former Employers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Month and Year</th>
<th>Name and Address of Employer</th>
<th>Salary</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Reason for Leaving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>Jan 1980</td>
<td>123 Main St, USA</td>
<td>$50k</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Resigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td>July 1982</td>
<td>456 New St, USA</td>
<td>$60k</td>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>Resigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FROM</td>
<td>Aug 1982</td>
<td>789 Old St, USA</td>
<td>$70k</td>
<td>Analyst</td>
<td>Resigned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TO</td>
<td>Oct 1983</td>
<td>101 Best St, USA</td>
<td>$80k</td>
<td>Manager</td>
<td>Resigned</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Which of these jobs did you like best? **Technically from 1980.**

What did you like most about this job? **Work in a network industry.**

### References: Give the names of three persons not related to you, whom you have known at least one year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Business</th>
<th>Years Acquainted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following statement applies in Maryland & Massachusetts. (Fill in name or state)

It is unlawful in the state of ___________ to require or administer a lie detector test as a condition of employment or continued employment. An employer who violates this law shall be subject to criminal penalties and civil liability.

In case of emergency notify: ____________

Address: ____________

"I certify that the facts contained in this application are true and complete to the best of my knowledge and understand that, if employed, falsified statements on this application shall be grounds for dismissal. I authorize investigation of all statements contained herein and the references listed above to give you any and all information concerning my previous employment and any pertinent information they may have, and release all parties from all liability for any damage that may result from furnishing same to you. I understand and agree that, if hired, my employment is for no definite period and may, regardless of the cause of payment of my wages and salary, be terminated at any time without prior notice and without cause."

Date: ___________

Signature: ____________

Do not write below this line.

Interviewed by: ____________

Date: ____________

Remarks:

- Neatness: ____________
- Ability: ____________
- Hired: Yes No
- Position: ____________
- Date Reporting to Work: ____________


This form has been designed to strictly comply with State and Federal fair employment practice laws prohibiting employment discrimination. This Application for Employment form is used for general use throughout the United States. TOPS assumes no responsibility for the inclusion in said form of any question which, when asked by the Employer of the Job Applicant, may violate State and/or Federal Law.
Please identify up to four bank accounts where you want your check deposited, and indicate the amount or percentage of your paycheck you want deposited in each account. You must enter information in the “Account for the Balance of the Direct Deposit Amount” section.

***Attach a deposit slip or cancelled check for each account***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account for the Balance of the Direct Deposit Amount:</th>
<th>Account for Percent or Selected Amount Deposit:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank Name:</td>
<td>Bank Name:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Routing Number:</td>
<td>Bank Routing Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Account Number:</td>
<td>Bank Account Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Account: Checking ☑  Savings ☐</td>
<td>Type of Account: Checking ☑  Savings ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑ The remainder of the check will be automatically deposited in this account</td>
<td>Indicate Deposit Amount for this Account: (select one)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☑ Percent of Direct Deposit Amount ______ %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>☑ Selected Dollar Amount $</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account for Percent or Selected Amount Deposit:</th>
<th>Account for Percent or Selected Amount Deposit:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bank Name:</td>
<td>Bank Name:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Routing Number:</td>
<td>Bank Routing Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank Account Number:</td>
<td>Bank Account Number:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of Account: Checking ☑  Savings ☐</td>
<td>Type of Account: Checking ☑  Savings ☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicate Deposit Amount for this Account: (select one)</td>
<td>Indicate Deposit Amount for this Account: (select one)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑ Percent of Direct Deposit Amount ______ %</td>
<td>☑ Percent of Direct Deposit Amount ______ %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>☑ Selected Dollar Amount $</td>
<td>☑ Selected Dollar Amount $</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Signature: _______  Copy of voided check attached Date: 2-11-03

For Office Use Only.  
Date Received: ___________  Date Prenoted: ___________  Date Accepted: ___________  
Comments: ___________________________________________________________________
Name: Joe Smith

- Came in very efficient, articulate, clean neat dress
- Hand orders, filled parts + pass to technicians who sent back to customer.
- Also worked on back order parts.
- Started working issues w/ female co-worker

Cussed her out on last day and even walked out when terminated.
accepted JIM out to parking lot.

After returning to JCM's work area, I saw a KHO GLW KLAN APPLICATION.

As I waited here and time went on, I became more alert and concerned.

Went from pants and collared shirt to shorts, combat boots, short sleeves showing his tattoo.

And issues w/ all female employees.

Snare eyes and problem.

Placed at "manc" club, when entered into contest (picked to play)

W/ any musician chosen, he refused to play w/.
next day

I tried to get a girl for the war's mission, and would try to talk to a female.

Outburst, inappropriate language.

Required to case code 5/15

Trucking company was later contacted by trucking company for referral. "Which you replied that he would not be returned at HD."
Date not pertinent to assertion.

Re: any employee. Did I know he lived with other couple.

3/16/88 couple in New Jersey.

He check/accept of address in New Jersey.

Wife listed in California. He told CO other facts on application.

Never got pass word book on computer.

Computer has sense been replaced.

Computer was business need for passt/past ordering/pastime/entertainment.

System software, etc. used for pass + services.

Never had an ICON from felt w/personal info.

Did Internet access.
I have not had any contact in the past 6 years.

Did not recognize from TV/media
photos has changed since leaving

took vacation once to take vacation
once so say vacation

ill 5-3-2007

with board over initial pay. "He was paid
didn't get his pay stub/edited".

Last 60 days started to fall apart.
sent from quiet to argumentative
and constitutional.

Small thought he was going to
hit her on last day
Only thought to have one friend in area. Had an old beat up bike and truck.

Not a kind of tattoo + rings.

Went to dress up for interview. Wore short shorts, boots, tattoo, rings on fingers. Looked like a neo-nazi.

Would not play w/ anyone other than white.

Last couple of months (60 days) he lost his cool w/ the other employees particularly the woman.

When your files go on desk. Two men 'touched' them out the best thing by getting rid of the guy.
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Evidence Log

Event Title: (U) Sikh Temple Wisconsin
Date: 08/13/2012

Approved By: A/SSA SA

Drafted By: 

Case ID #: 266N-MW-2440609 (U) Wade Michael Page; AOT - White Supremacist Extremists; 

Acquired By: 
on 08/13/2012

Acquired From: (U) SA 
FBI 
2111 W. Roosevelt 
Chicago, Illinois 60608 
United States

Receipt Given?: No

Holding Office: CHICAGO

Details:
Pursuant to a request for ERT Total Station assistance by ERTU and the FBI Milwaukee Division, Chicago Total Station operators SA and SA surveyed the crime scene at the Sikh Temple Wisconsin, 7512 S. Howell, Oak Creek, Wisconsin beginning on 8/05/12 - 8/08/12. In addition, the Wisconsin State Police Technical Reconstruction Unit assisted the FBI in surveying the crime scene. All electronic files have been transferred to a CD as original evidence.

Item Type Description
1B General (U) CD with survey files from both Total Stations
Acquired On: 08/08/2012
Located By: 

UNCLASSIFIED

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is leased to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside your agency.
Title: (U) Sikh Temple Wisconsin
Re: 266N-MW-2440609, 08/13/2012

Location Area: 7512 S. Howell, Oak Creek, WI
Specific Location: Parking Lot and Interior of Temple
A white male, date of birth: hom
address: cellular

North Carolina, business telephone: was
interviewed at his residence in reference to his knowledge of Wade
Page. After being advised of the identity of the interviewing Agents and
the nature of the interview provided the following information:

Agents note: This interview was conducted based on a lead set in ORION
under IP#.

advisd he had been expecting to be interviewed by authorities
regarding Page and had even thought about calling the FBI, but had decided
not to. said he did not agree with Page's white supremacist
ideologies, nor was

at Excel Motorsports - South, also known as, British Honda, located on Sante
Fe Boulevard in Littleton, Colorado. Page was a mechanic who worked on ATVs,
watercraft, and motorcycles. commented that Page was an excellent
mechanic.

and Page developed a friendship. At the time of the
interview, could not remember and Page socialized
together and frequented the local bars. said Page was a "functioning
alcoholic" and would consume a liter and a half of Jim Beam every other day. Page attended a few punk rock concerts and emphasized the concerts were punk rock and not "Hate Music" bands.

recalled that Page would seldom express his white supremacist ideologies out in public, but would express his ideologies through the music he (Page) wrote. said that many of the lyrics Page wrote promoted the white race and expressed hatred for other races. said that some of the lyrics even promoted the genocide of other races.

advised that Page, Page had owned three firearms. recalled that Page had owned a .45 pistol, a 9mm pistol, and a shotgun. Page

said Page never really talked about his (Page's) military background, but that Page told him he (Page) had been in a "Psychological Warfare Unit." once commented to that thought it was strange Page did not talk about his military background and suggested that maybe Page had left the military under bad circumstances.

said Page had observed Christian/white supremacist themed tattoos on Page. remembered Page had a cross with Celtic knots tattooed on one of his arms and had a spider on one of his legs. remembered Page continued to get more tattoos but could not recall what they were. said that Page covered up his tattoos at work by wearing long sleeves. Page, Page became increasingly more obsessed with the white supremacist movement and became more aggressive in his behaviors. noticed that it appeared Page explained that Page began to slowly sell off his (Page's) belongings.
On 08/10/2012, Page recounts an event that occurred Page that demonstrated Page's violent tendencies. Page tried to Page and he Page was enraged and Page from After this incident, Page was a little stand offish.

also recounted a time when Page a concert and Page's knuckles were scraped and he had a bruise on his face. could not say for sure, but thought Page had probably gotten into a fight at the concert.

was suspicious that Page wanted to hurt him, so Page may have and found that Page also found that Page had Page also did not Page when he (Page) said he said none of the records were for white supremacist bands.

received a phone call from Page. Page wanted to apologize for didn't want anything to do with Page, so he told Page that he was Page. also asked Page why Page told it was just a joke. expressed that he did not find it funny.

said he met once and thought her name was LNU. said that it appeared that and Page did not get along. believed lived in the area.
said he thought Page's mother was dead. Page commented that Page told that due to his mother dying in a hospital Page was afraid of hospitals and white rooms.

and has not heard from Page since. said he was disgusted, but not really surprised by Page's attack on the temple. said that Page "lacked in cultural capital" and did not understand other races. did not consider Page to be an educated person, but said that Page was calculated and analytical in his actions also said that when it came to the storage of (Page's) tools, Page was obsessive and compulsive in keeping them in order.

provided the following information for individuals who knew and worked with Page:

- LNU, said now works at

- aka, said now works at

could not provide anything further and the agents ended the interview.
On 09 August, 2012 writer was contacted by the San Diego Field Office Duty Agent, Special Agent (SA)b6 SAb7C provided the following information:

On 09 August, 2012, SAb6 received a complaint call from an individual named (PROTECT IDENTIFY).b7C statedb7D WADE PAGE. Stated PAGE andPAGE (both Hammerskins) in the San Diego area.

In advance of meeting with writer requested Technical Information Specialist,b6 to assist and provide a Department of Motor Vehicle photo, criminal history, and Lexis Nexis checks for the interviewing agents. These files are contained in the electronic 1A portion of the case file.
**San Diego**

**Complaint Log:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Taken</th>
<th>Advised SA and provided contact info.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Special Agent/Other**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Created at 8/9/2012 8:10 PM by</th>
<th>(SD) (FBI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Last modified at 8/9/2012 8:18 PM by</td>
<td>(SD) (FBI)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>